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Abstract
In 1997, a small drifter subsea robot known as NO MAD was developed at Memorial
University of Newfoundland (MUN). This robot uses a simple air·wuer ballast tank for
depth control. Although NO MAO is modular in construction, it does not provide easy
assembly as all of the suuctural components are either bolted or screwed and the majority
of the electrical compooents are hard-wimi. It uses five float switches equally spaced
vertically in the ballast tank to conttol the level of water in the ballast tank.
Unfortunately. this control5tralegy does not provide adequaredeptb control.
This thesis describes the development of a more robust version of NO MAD known as
the Autonomous Pneumatic Nautical Explorer (ANNE). ANNE is extremely modular in
design and complete assembly requites thirty minutes. Components are locked together
using a simple twist mechanism and suction is used to close the instrumcnlalion boxes.
To improve the conttol Slntegy. ANNE uses aD accelerometer to determine whether it is
over or under buoyant which controls the amount of flow into aDd out of the ballast tank.
With lhese modifications. lcsts in a deep tank at the Faculty of Engioeerina and Applied
Science, MUN. illustrated that ANNE achieved adequate depth control.
Although ANNE was developcd for- educational purposes. it has pocential ro.- industrial
benefits as ANNE couJd be placed in the ocean upstream of a region of interest. It would
be carried by the local clUTent and used for either- measurements at preset depths or
seabed exploratioa.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Often the most plentiful and worthwhile resources provided by nature are located in
environments inhospitable to humans. The ocean is a storage space for mineral resources
as weU as oil and gas reserves. The living resources held within promise a supply of
prolein for many future generatioos [lJ- Success in recovering these feSOUn:es depends
on tee.hnolOl)' and innovation. Besides ecooomic. poc:ential. the military also recognizes
the strategic irnportauee of the ocean. 1bcse factors make ocean exploration and the
removal of humans from wodring in these environments increasingly important.
Throughout the development of modem undcrwalCt" robotic vehicles. there has been a
growth from manned submersibles to remotely operated vehicles (ROVs). which can be
either tethered or untethered., and finally to autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs),
which ale entirely untetbered. The bend is 10 eliminate the presence of humans for
underwater wks through the development of subsea robots. This requires tba1 the. units
be preprogrammed aDd IUtonoUlOUS.
As the underwater eovirooment is without stroeture and uniformity, it contains numerous
simulation and modeling uncenainties. ~ must be conside~ when designing a
conuol system for underwater vehicles. The technology that has developed for land-
based systems CaDnot be transferred to underwater robotics due to differences in dynamic
characteristics. The area of underwater vehicles has grown enormously in me last decade
and has become paramount to such areas as the offshore oil industry.
In 1997, a small drifter subsea robof: known as NO MAD was developed at. Memorial
University of Newfoundland (MUN) as pan of a Docf.oraI degree for 2hongQun Lu (2J-
The main objective of this thesis is to describe the developmem of a more robwt version
of the original NO MAD. known as the AutODOmOUS PDeumatic Nautical Explorer-
(ANNE). Assembly and disassembly of ANNE will be somewhat: easier than thar. of
NOMAD, requiring less time fIX the stan-up and ending of missions. The robust features
of ANNE will include the use of an acceleromete~fo~ depth control and a more effective
use of high·pC'eSSUlC ai~ consumption as ~ui.red by the control strategy, which will
ultimately provide longer mission durations than NOMAD.
The thesis starts with background on underwater robotic vehicles. Chapter 2. with
information on some of the most advanced subsea robots pl'eSCntly in ex.istetK:c. In
Chapter 3. the main control Sttalegies being used by developers of underwater vehicles
are described. The robust version of NO MAD. referred to as ANNE, is described in
detail in Chapter 4. This includes design and consauction detaiJs of the robot, as wcU as
a description of the electrical and pneumaic components essential fIX oper.ation. Chapter
5 describes the simulation strategy for depth control of ANNE. while Olapter 6 gives a
description of the actual deep tank testing and the results. Concluding remarks and
recommendatioos for future wode are contained in Chapter 7.
Chapter 2
Background Revie.. of Underwater Robotic Vehicles
The intent of this review is to give the reader infonnation on the appearance of
underwater vehicles and their uses. It does not focus on performance data inttrpretaIion.
A detailed comparison of the performance of various undcrwaIer vehicles is beyood the
scope of this work.
2.1 Remotely Operated Veblcles
The human diY(:r has dominated the majority of underwater work. in the past, as they tend
10 be the most effective foc uoderwarer work. ROVs have become increasingly popular in
the last decade and since their introduction to the underwater world, they have gained the
reputation of being effective for underwater inspection and surveying.
ROVs were traditionally designed for observation and emergency back up of human
divers, while most recently they have been performing tasks that were ooIyaecuted by
human divers. 1besc include such things as releasing boob. cutting cables and placing
explosive charges. 1bc level of complexity has increased to specific assignments such as
cleaning and inspecting drill rigs as well as burying pipelines through use of their robotic
manipulalOfS. ROVs arc also reaching water depths beyond me capability of human
divers.
ROVs are used for oceanographic research, development of offshore oil industries.
hydrographic surveys, and exploration in the survey industry. There has been a growing
trend towards their development foc rask-specUlC services as opposed to multiple uses.
Specifically fortbe offshore oil industry. they are a kinesthetic means of examination.
Classification of ROVs is based on the type of work they perfonn. and they can be
tethered or untethered vehicles. Tethered vehicles account for the majority of ROVs and
they are dependent on a surface supply vessel through an umbilical oc tether. Thus they
can be suspeDded, towed mid-water, or cable-c:ontrollcd. For work on the ocean floor,
there are towed bottom and crawling vehicles. 'The tether is a design advantage as it can
supply unlimited power to the vehicles. k is also the biggest disadvantage as it limits the
diving range and speed that the vehicle can travel.
Suspended vehicles an:: an important class of tethered vehicles that are deployed and
operated tbroup cables. Suspended verticaLly UDder the support vessel by the cable, they
are useful for local work tasks in construction related operations such as pipeline repair.
Crawling vehicles an:: intended for specific observation such as work tasks on the seabed
or on an underwater structUre.. Power is tRnSmined through the tether or umbilical cable
and propulsioo is provided through wheels or traCks that are in cootact with the surface
bottom. They are primarily used for pipeline and cable burial.
Towed vehicles are the simplest to design and construct. It is a towed unit which can be
lauocbed from a supply vessel aDd towed at a cettain depth and distance £rom the surface
bonom. They are useful foc pipeline inspections.
Untethered vehicles are making their way into the offshore sect(J(" as the drive from oil
companies and the scientific community is to explore work in deeper waters. Untetbe.red
vehicles are useful for exploring drill rigs in jce..i.nfested waters. 'They are self-propeUed.
self-powered. COlltro!led from the surface and are tracked through the use of acoustic
signals. They are used. for the surveillance and inspection of drill rigs and are extremely
effective in ice~infested waters. as they require no cables or umbilical cords.
As ROYs can operate in depths up to 8000 m. it is necessary to have a reliable b'aClring
system. thus lhe need for greater use of acoustic navigation systems. Proper position
display can give the operator a line of sight between the supply vessel and the ROV. By
using additional beacons to mart: subsea locatioos. the relocation time of the. ROV is
Teduced. Using a tradring system with ROYs permits the openlOl" to know its exact
location at all times. The acoustic navigation system can be used to reduce the chance of
damage incidents and collisions. During inspection and damage survey operations. the
subsea traelring system is the critical link. between the subsea operation and the real
world. By integrating the ROV position data with the surface vesselor- platfonn position.
the global coordinateS of the ROV position can be plotted. F« example. if an inspection
on a pipeline reveals damage then the exact position oftbis damage can be delermined.
2.2 Aut..-s Und<rwaterV_
In order to eliminate the presence of humans from conducting underwater tasks. a subsea.
robot must be designed [() be preprogrammed and autonomous. Autonomous means that
me vehicles are independent as they carry their own power supply and have no physical
connection to me surface. For these vehicles. c;:ootrol is an area that tequires intense
work. There are six spatial degncs of tRedom. (heave., pitch. surge. roU. yaw and sway)
that must be considered and not all of the physical c;:ootrol issues can be solved. As there
are unpredictable influences from the underwater environments and ocean currents.
AUVs are prone 10 severe nonlinear instabilities or unwanted motions. l1lc: propulsioo
requirements are costly. and are often slow and limited.
The desiIc to change to AUVs did not bappen suddenly. as the technologies that existed
had to be adapted. The underwater environment contains modeling uuc:ertainties and
nonlinearities. which gives the motivation for robust cootrol. AUVs require an adaptive
control approach meaning that the subsea robot learns as it goes. changing its control
techniques and path planning durina its missioo.
AUVs permit a search of the ocean floor and waters for such things as minefield location
and avoidance. beach access, hazardous materials and navigation. They provide for
remote sensing in the military and scientific areas and oceanographical. biological and
geological explorations are possible in regioos where access is difrlCUlL They can be
used for the localization of poUutant sources and evaluation of hull damage in high sea
states {3].
The physical environment in which AUVs operate is gteoenilly inaccessible. remote and
unattended with communications being intenn.ittent or oooexistenL Extreme pressu:e and
temperature changes are often experienced. Sonar sensing is I11IJCh slower and not as
effective as visual sensing which results with the deployment. operation and recovery of
the AUV being time-consuming and expensive. For these robots. reliability. stability and
wtonomy are paramounL The consuaints are geoenlly worst~ for any subsea robot
and the underwater environment leaves many theoretical and engineering problems open
for eltploration.
2.3 Comparison of Remotely Operated Vebic:ks and Aulooomous
Underwater Vehides
The increasing depth requirement for underwater wort is the motivation (or the use of
underwater vehicles, ROVs and AUVs alike. The depth range for the human diver is near
450 m. while the depth range for underwater vehicles is between 1800 m and 6000 m.
depending on the level of complexity of the vehicle (4). Figure 2.1 from (4) illustrates
the underwater depth range for various examples of ROVs and AUVs. as well human
divers. This creates a disadvantage for the ROV when compared to the AUV as the
ItWl:jmum depthoftbe ROV is dincdy linked to the length oftbe tethcr.
The tether in the design of the ROV is essentiaJ as it transmits communication, power and
control requirements. They can become entangled requiring large cranes and winches to
be deployed into the water to release the ROV. The lether also increases the overall drag
force. Tether problems have created the promotion of AUVs, as they do not tequife
contact with the surface. They are programmed. through an on-board computer, and
contain their own soun:e of power.
Fipre 2.1 Deptlt nqe for ROVs and. AUVs [4J
The underwater environment does not permit eithcl" ROVs 0(" AUVs to have !'ligb
performance characteristics due to problems with effective control strategies. Both types
of vehicles are ineffICient when considering propulsion. thrusting mechanisms. and the
use of senson. For example. ducted propdlers mouDf:N close [0 the main structure of me
robot are often used for propuIsioo. This creates complex flow interactions with the main
structure making charxterization with these devices diffIculL
When comparing the use of underwater vehicles to human divers. both ROVs and AUVs
are less efficient fOl'" complex assignments. The human diver is~ effective lhan
teleoperated systems for complete visual inspection, as television systems hard-wired 10
Rovs fail to transmit generated visual cues. This problem is being overcome by the use
of fiber optics and sonar. Underwater vehicles will perhaps not replace the human diver
in depths of their competence unless human lives are at risk.
The uses for ROVs and AUVs are infinite and the l\utberexploration oftbese vehicles is
clearly a continuing objective of researchers and designers. This includes possible
applications fOl'" unique remote technology in areas outside the offshore oil industry. With
the advancement of tcebnology and innovation. the progres.sion of ROVs and AUVs will
thrive with a consolidation oCtile leaders in me research aru..
As the population of ROVs and AUVs increase and desianers become more experienced.
reliability factors will be established thal will lead to improvement in current designs of
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RQVs and AUVs. Interface capabilities of ROVs and AUVs will be required as deeper
waters and harsher environments ate explored. lbe overall size of ROVs and AUVs will
likely remain the same as they are today. but they will be equipped wilh grurer load
capacity, providing for mcxe flexibility. Design attention should be focussed on allowing
the underwater vehicles to remain on site for longer durations.
Communication and power requUemeDts for tethered vehicles are implemented through
the use of cables that often bave low bandwldth and signiflCadt time delay. This delay
between the time the information and power is sent and n:ceived can be aitical in the
functioning of the vehicle in specialized applications. This major drawback. of tethered
vehicles encouraaes the design of autonomous underwater vehicles. However, future
development of untetbered vehicles will face problems. primarily centering on
communications and power requirements.
II
2.4 Industrial Autonomous Unde~aterVehicles
As the main focus of this thesis is on the design of an AUV, some of the more important
AUVs used in industry are discussed herein
2.4.1 Autonomous Benthic Explorer
The most important characteristic of the Autonomous Benthic Explorer (ABE) is that it
can operate independently and remain on site for months at a time. it was designed by
Bradley and Yoerger [5] with the need for long tenn monitoring of the ocean floor. The
main structure consists of three horizontal tubes arranged in a triangular pattern as shown
in Figure 2.2. Two bladders are used to fine tune buoyancy where one bladder contains a
liquid heavier than water and the other contains a liquid lighter than water. Expelling the
heavier liquid makes ABE rise while expelling the lighter liquid makes it sink.
Figure 2.2 Autonomous Benthic Explorer
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The mobility of the vehicLe can significantly enhance data from moored and bottom
mounted i..n.strumenlS. ABE can descend to a prqwcc1 site on the bottom of the ocean
floor, dock: to a suitable mooring and place itself in a very low power or sleep state. At
pre-programmed. intervals. ABE will undock, perform a grid survey with video cameras
and other sensors. redock to the mooring and return 10 the sleep stale. where the majority
of the mission time is spenL
ABE is designed as a lluec body open frame vehicle in order to minimize cost.. Glass
balls are used for flotation. There are three glass balls in each of the twO free-flooded
upper pods. The open frame penn.ilS all of !he batteries and electronics to be pul in a
single bousing. The separation of buoyancy and payload creates a large righting moment
that simplifies control and allows the propellers to be put in the protected space between
the three body open frame. ABE bas seven thrusters and can move in any direction.
ABE uses distributed control architecture desiped for flexibility, testability,
maintainability and survivability. There are two layen: of capability, which are very low
electrical power and modest computational efficiency. and modesl: electrical power with
large and expandable compueational resoun::es. ABE is powem1 by rechargeabLe gelled
lead·acid batteries to facilitate testing and reduce COSlS. Tbese batteries permit ABE to
travel well over SO Ion in a straight line [5]. In a real mission. the energy required to
maneuver and operate the sensors willlitnit the ranac to a fraction of the available battery
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power. For longer missions and future design improvements. aJka]ine O£ lithium batteries
could be used for a twelve-fold i.mprovemeot ovu the lead-acid batteries.
The lop-level cOfUrolJer. called ABE. is in charge of mission planning and speaks tel a
group of officers. CON controls the seven Ihrusters that operaIC at ambient pressure in an
oil environment. NAV is the navigator. AM is the altitude sensor, DP is !he deplh sensoc
and XPD is the safety communications. NAV can communicate with AM and DP. XPD
will caJj for help and drop weights to anchor if it does not receive a message !hat
everything is openting normally over set periods oftime..
A typical mission consists of sleeping periods. veb.i<:le movements and data recording
sequences. Such missions are specified in the lop-level mission controUer. The flexible
command interface Ihat pennits the mission must then be re-programmed. ABE's
architcclUre allows for nodes to be removed by only severing the simple bus connection
to the R:St of the vehicle and replacing it with a new and modified br.lin.
ABE is designed to operate independently of an operatex. It carries twO IJ'aD.SpOlldcrs for
vehicle location aDd communication pwposes. tbe tnnspooden are electrical.1y
independent whicb allows for relocation if the main battery dies and can also provide a
back up if ABE suffers major electrical or software trauma.
"
The most prominent feanue of ABE is die variable ballast system. Since ABE must not
waste energy fighting possible buoyancy errors. and because it is difficult to pre--ballast
with sufficient accuracy. the variable ballast system is used. A single pump system
pumps eilher a heavy or light fluid overboard from ambient PfCSSW'C bladders that are
nestled around the buoyancy spbc:res in the fiberglass fairings. The light fluid is alcohol
(sg = 0.78) and the heavy fluid is a calcium bromide solution (sg:: 1.8).
For redundancy and balance, tbeTe are identical pump and bladder systems in the port and
starboard upper fairings. the pumps are peristaltic and in ambient pressure oil filled
housings. Slip clutches allow the motor to drive one pump when it turns forward and the
other when it operates in reverse.
"
2..4.1 Auto-.b-l
Autosub--L is able to carry a scientific payload that can be replaced for each mission. It is
cost effective, durable and can gather enviroomenw dab. from SC05OI'5 that can assist
wilh oceanographic research and industrial use (6]. Autosub-I was designed by Millard
and his colleagues (6] and caD be used in both coastal and environmental management to
monitor waste. natUral hazards. environmental changes and bio-diversity. For oil
exploration. it is equipped wilh housing sensors. AUlOSUb--1 caD also be used in the
chemical industry for monitoring and detectina dissolved chemicals such as oxygen and
nitrate ions.
AUtosub-1 is able to coUect multiple sets of data simultaneously including physiC3l.
biological. chemical and geophysical da1a with major implications for climate change
studies: Anothct use includes routine sampling for underwater satellites, which will
reduce the need for large resean:b. ships and crew.
Resembling a tOfpCdo as pictured in Figure 2.3. Autosub--I is 1 m long and has a diameter
or 0.9 m. It has a mass of 1400 IeC when it is dry and is positively buoyaDt by IS leC. A
pressure vessel holds the ba1tc:ries and power management system. Foam cells provide
buoyancy and ballast weight provides trim.
'6
A radio modem is linked with the support vessel so that missions can be downloaded for
the retrieval of data. Argos satellite beacons are used for locating Autosub-I at the
surface
Figure 2.3 Autosub-t
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2.4.3 Autonomous Lagrangian Circulation EIplorer
The Autonomous Lagrangian Circulation Explorer (ALACE), designed by Davis and
Webb [7] is a subsurface float that cycles vertically from a depth where it is neutrally
buoyant to the surface. System Argos satellites, to which it can relay data, can locate
ALACE. ALACE is intended to allow for exploration of low scale low frequency currents
and to provide repeated vertical profiles of ocean variables There are three major
components or subsystems that compose ALACE. These include a hydraulic system to
adjust buoyancy, a microprocessor to schedule and control various functions, and the
Argo transminers and antenna. These features are visible in Figure 2.4 where ALACE is
pictured with one of the designers.
Figurr 2.4 Autonomous Lagrangian Circulation Explorer
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ALACE can period.icaUy change its buoyaoc:y by changing the volume of aD extemal
bladder. Pumping hydraulic fluid from an internal reservoir to an external bladder
increases floa.r: volume and buoyancy. Buoyancy cbanges can also be produced by
allowing fluid (0 flow from the extema1 bladder back. into the intema.l reservoir.
To ascend. hydraulic fluid flows from the internal reservoir duough a ruter (0 a small
motor-driven hydraulic pump. which pumps high·pressure fluid through a one way check
valve and into !he external bladder. To descend. a latching valve opens to allow !he oil to
flow from the external bladder back. to the internal reservoir which is maintained at the
internal pressure of the float (71.
Positioning aDd data relay are accomplished by satellite but ALACE has links with
acoustic Ir3cking oelWorks whicb makes lbem suitable for global deployments in arrays
of any size. While providing only a sequence of displacements between surfacing
interVals. mey an: efficient in gathering long term observations that are Deeded to map
huge-scale average flow.
..
2.4.4 NOMAD
NO MAD is an intelligent yet inexpensive subsea robot designed by Lu (2] and Hinchey
(8] that has yet to undergo sea ttials_ It uses a simpk air-water ballast tank for depth
conaol. having only a precise trajectory vertically. To dale., then: is no lateral coottol
which means it would drift with local ocean cum:nts. It can be deployai into the ocean to
record temperatures at preset depths or to explore !he seabed. NO MAD remains
inexpensive as it docs not contain any complex propulsion mechanisms or sensors and
there are no preset three~meDSioaal(30) ttajectorics.
NO MAD is modular in construction having a cylindrical shape as shown in Figure 2.5.
Measuring 1 m in height and having a mass of 30 kg, it would be used mainly in shallow
water depths of 10 m. There arc two main components, namely a divers bottle and a
ballast tank.. Tbc divers bottle is located near the bottom of NO MAD wbere a payload
would hang. Tbc ballast tank is positioned at the top. having large boles at ltk: top and
bottom. When the lOp hole is closed. high·pressure compressed air is pennitted to flow
ioto the ballast tank 10 force water out of the bottom bole io order for NO MAD to rise.
Similarly. with boch boles open. hizh~ compressed air flows ou.l of tbc ballast
tank through tbc top bole aM. water flows in through tbc bottom bole causing NO MAD
to sink.
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Figure 2.5 NO MAD
When outside an error band surrounding the command depth, a Z·WORLD Rugged Giani
C~Programmable Miniature Controller (controller) allows water in or forces water out to
make NO MAD move towards the established error band surrounding the command depth
at a specified speed. Once the set speed is reached, the holes at the top and bottom of the
ballast tank are closed_ Inside the error band, the controller sends signal to the pneumatic
valves that control pneumatic pistons which permit water in or force water in order to
make NO MAD neutrally buoyant. Once this is done, the top and bottom holes of the
ballast tank are: closed. The drag on the: robot causes its speed to decay to zero. Faster
speeds could have been achieved, but this demand requires high.pressure air consumption
at an increased rate.
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Pneumatic pistons an: used to open or close lbc boles at the top and bottom of the ballast
tank.. The use of pistons and lup boles allows for quick filling aDd purging of the ballast
tank. creating a fast response. Pneumatic valves are used to control the flow of the bigh-
pressure compressed air from the divers bottle to the pistons and the ballast tank. The
divers bottle containing bigb-pressure compressed air is rated at 200 bar. A pressure
regulator is used to reduce 200 bar to 12 bar and a secoBd pressure regulator takes 12 bar
down to 4 bar, which is the operating pressure of the poeumatic components. A r:nanual
flow control valve sets a limit on the flow of high-pressure compressed air from the
divers boule.
There are two pressure tranSducers utilized as sensors. Doe of these measures pressure
inside the ballast tank while the other measures pressure outside the ballast tank, and acts
as a depth sensor. The use of two sensors pennits for a check on the streSses on the walls
of the ballast tank. A relief valve vents pressure to the surroundiD&S if the relative
pressure across the walls of the ballast tank becomes too high. One way valves ale
utilized to keep the pneumaric components dry. Five simple float switches evenly spaced
vertically an: llSCd to estimale the amount of water in the ballast tank.. This could have
been done with a coatinuous level sensor but was considered to be too expensive.
The controller is used on-board for poeumatic valve operation and sensor measurements.
There are ten high voltap.-cunent driven to execute the pneumatic valves and seven
analog to digital channels for intake sipals such as pressure and water level sensors.
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These can be seen in Figure 4.11 ofChapter 4. Three 24V DC ~1Ckel-Cadmiumbaneries
power the computer, which allows for twenty-four hour operation. The real time kernel
feature in the software allows for various controllaslcs to be isolated and performed at set
interVal.softime.
The success oc failure of lhe NO MAD concept depends on bow loog lhe higb-pressure
compressed air supply lasts, which determines the mission duration. This is ltighly
dependent on the depth control strategy employed.. 1be control stratety for NO MAD is
a1lhe drive level with a switching type of e:rnx--driven strateI)'. Tbe depth error and r2lc
of change of depth error are used to get a command water level in the ballast tank.. 1be
main control loop is liven as a finite number of IF-THEN Rules. 1be inner feedback.
loop operates pneumatic valves and makes the actual water level, measured by the float
switches, home in on the command level so that NO MAD moves to the command depth.
When computational simulations were executed, it suggested that the switching nature of
the sttatel)' and the use of the float switches would cause NO MAD to undergo a limit
cycle near the command depth. Ii: was thougbt that the use of bysteresis and pbase lead
com.pensalion could perhaps suppress the limit cycle (8). Actual tests of NO MAD in a
tank 5 m deep~ performed in which NO MAD was controlled manually from a
computer keyboard. It was commanded to go from its initial depth of 1.25 m to 3 m, then
to the water surface 0 m, and back to l.ll m. At the fmal command, a limit cycle was
produced as predicced by the simulation with an amplitude of0.15 m aDd. a period of20 s.
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2.5 Devdopmea' of a Virtual Worid
When considering AUVs. it is nottd that tlIere are only a select few working today and
each has limited functionality. HowlCver, there are thousands of indoor" and outdoor land-
based mobile subsea robots, hundreds of airborne and spacc-based autonomous robots
and hundreds of underwater ROVs. The limiced number of AUVs is a result of the
complex design and manufacturing procedures involved and the lack of testing ability
before commissioning in the real. world.
Perhaps the construction of a virtual world for subsea robot development and evaluatioo
of performance will become a pre-requisite for successful AUV development. Several
researchers like Brotzman are attempting to design virtual worlds (31. Testing subsea
robots in the actual underwater environ:meDt contains an element of rislt as the tb:real: of
losing the subsea robots cxim, which can become costly. k is tremendously difficult to
observe. communicate with and test AUVs, because they operate in remote and hazardous
environments.
A virtual wortd would provide a way COf" engioeers and designers. as well as the subsea
robots tbemselves. to view and inlenCt with distant and hazardous environments i.n a 3D
sensc. Thus the goal of the desipcr is to provide the complete functionality of the
targeted environment in a laboraIory setting. This would produce a simulation strategy
that would allow imeractioo capability to reduce the design fLa.ws associated with
classical simulation approaches.
Simple simulation scbctnes aR inadequate in pm1icting the reaction of subsea robots to
underwater environments. 1be classical' analytical simulation techniques are generally
ped"ormed on very isolated problems and interactions between the models are rvely
considered. As the real world imposes many physical and timing constraints that are
often overlooked when defining a simulation scope, simple simulation is only a
preliminary proof of the design conoepts. There is DO guarantee of bow the subsea robot
will react in real world applications.
The 3D virtual world must be developed with specific characteristics. These include an
obvious recreation of the complete environment external to the subsea robot. the physical
behaviour of the subsea robot, and sensor interactions. In ordet- to prevent a bias, the
subsea robot must not be able to recognize a difference between the virtual world and the
actual environment. The successful implementation of the vinual world would be
validated by the robot performance in the real world domain.
The incotporation of the above compooents would m{~ a crnss-disciplinary approach
in the modeling efforts. An underwacer virtual world would allow for simulation,
operation, evaluation and modification of the subsea robots without incurring a huge
expense or taking the risk. of losiag the subsea robot during testiDg.
"
Chapter 3
Control Strategies Cor Subsea Robots
The control Slnltegy used by ANNE is quite simple. however, for completeness. an
overview of .strategies used by other reseucbers will be described. These conuol
strategies are all suitable fM subsea robot implementation with the ultimate selection
depending on specified design criteria wlLich include stability. accuracy. speed of
response. disturbance rejection and robustness.
Stability would indicate the nature of ANNE during a distwbance from a rest stale with
the desire for transients to decay. as opposed 10 grow, with time. Accuracy would
determine bow close ANNE would seule near the command depth. The spec:d of
response would indicalC how fast. or slow, ANNE would approach the command depth.
The control strategy must be able to reject disnubances. which becomes important when
ANNE is subjected to sudden wave impulses, where it is essential thar. the controUer can
stabilize ANNE at the command deplh. Robustness would delC:~ne how ANNE reaclS
[0 large changes in the system or the surroundings. nus criteria is important due to the
frequency of such cx:a&nences, which are often either difficult to measure or unknown.
The underwater environment contains numerous simulation and modeling uDCertainties
that must be considered when designing a control system for subsea robots. This is a
direct result of the UDderwarer environmeot being without strUCtUte and uniformity.
Considering the u.nderwue~environment as a vertical profile. it can be broken down into
three regions. 'These regions are the atmosphere above the wate~ surface, the water
column. and the sea floo~ [9]. 1be water column is the region which greatly influences
subsea robotics as it includes surface and internal gravity waves, dRg due to wave
generation. as weU as the temperature, salinity, pres.sun. and density properties of
seawater. These factors must be considered in the design and opel1ltion of ROVs and
AUVs near the ocean surface.
Control Stnlcgies are divided into two car.egohes, namely classlcal and superviSOl)'.
Classical control strategies genCflUe drive signals with the majority based on stale error.
These are said to be error-driven, although some make use of the system governing
equations. These strategies try to make the system home in on set points. Supervisory
control strnlegies are designed to replicate a human operator. opc.ra1ing at: higher levels
than c1asstcal. control Stn1egies. Supervisory control strategies can decide wbc:n classical
control will be successful and can set necessary points and gains. For example, tbey can
feed infonnalion. such as sct points and appropriate gains, down to the classical level.
Presently, control strate&ies fo~ subsea robotics are derived from a combination of both
classical and supervisory. When human operators are utilized. supervisory control will
often take me fonn of rules...of-thumb or heuristics which include neural networks, fuz:ty
logic and subsumption [10]. A good overview of control strategies ro~ subsea robots is
detailed by Farbrotber and Staee)' [IIJ.
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3.1 Classic:al Control Stratelli<s
Dynamically positioning a small subsea robot vettically is an excellent example to
iIIustl31e various classical control strategies. lbe system. governing equation for
dynamically positioning a small subsea robot with slow up and down motion is given by:
(l.l)
where:
M ::: inherent and added water mass of smaIJ subsea robot
C ::: term which aa:ounl$ for wake drag
F ::: force genemed by the propulsion system
D ::: distwbanc:e force from the surroundings
o =actual vertical position of small subsea robot
t : time
It is important to Dote thal M. C and D are not exactly Imown.
This type of control contains a conventiooal feedback kJop. whicb incorporates
proportional. integral aDd derivative c0ntr0liers [121. In a dipw. eootrol loop. a PlO
scheme for a small subsea robot allows F to be calculated by:
"
F::K,.E+KILE&l+KD~
(3.2)
where:
.dl :: sampling OC" loop rate
~ :: approximation of tile integral of error with respect to time
tlE/iJI :: approximation oCtile derivative of error
KI' =proportional gain
K1 = integral gain
KD :: derivative gain
This fonn of control allows F to be a function of the depth error, E, which is the
difference between the desired and the actual small subsea robot position. This is
calculated by:
E::/-O
(3.3)
where:
:: command position of small subsea robot
For subsea robots, in ordu fOC" the control loop to function properly it is required that .dl
be at least ten times smaller than the dominant subsea robot period [9}. This period is
determined by the nanual frequency of the small subsea robot.
Proportional controllers permit good stability criterion but are not well suiled for
applications that involve system disturbances. Integ:ra1 controllers an: able to reject
distwbances and they eliminace the steady-state system error. but they often overshoot
the command input crealiDg an oscillatory~ leading [0 inslabilities. As derivative
controUers respond to the ra[C of change of the error. they can anticipate the error and
produce COC1'CCtive action before die ClIOf" becomes too large. however. they do not
respond to steady·state error itself. Thus. they must be used in combination with
proportional controUers. integral controUcrs or both.
A combination of all tbmc stra1CPes. known as PID. allows the best characteristic of each
strategy to be employed. Some advantages for PID control for subsea robots include ttigh
compu~on.al efficiency. stability and the ability for adapwioolO computer control. Tbc
gains in a PID controller could be made directly dependent on the system and/Of"
surroundings. This creates a potential for the cxistence of adaptive control.
3.1.2 Switclllaa
Switetting schemes are generally of good performance and easy to implcment with
hardware. An ideal relay scbcme allows F for a small subsea robot to be calculated by:
F=K.siP(E)
(3.4)
wbcre:
K~ _relay gain
sign(E)z+1 forE>O
sign(E).,.·t forE<O
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nus simple contlOl scheme often causes mecbanica! systems. such as small subsea
robots, 10 uodc:rgo finite amplitude osciUations. or limit cycles. about the command
position. Modifications can be made- to avoid these complicatioos by inU'Oducing
hysteresis or by the use of dcadbands.
3.1.3 CoIbputed LoMI.
Computed load control is a form of open loop control, wl\ich is based on the system
equations of motion. The drive loads conespond 10 desired motions while the control
signals are sent to !he drives in an attempc to gencnte the appropriate loads.
Independently. this conlrOl. stn1cgy is not: very precise as the panuncten: such as M, C
and D are not exactly known. Even when M. C and D are known. the propulsion s~tem
for the subsea robot usually cannot: generate the computed load for F exactly. For
vertical positioning. the computed load for F is represented by:
(3-»
"
3.1.4 S..... _
This control strategy combines a form ofcomputed load control with a switching type of
error-driven cannol compensation. It is a popular control strategy for subsea robots
[13.14]. The switching counler3ClS the uncertainties that exist and allows the control to
become more robust. When the uncenainties bave known upper bounds. there is always
some form of control. as the system can be directed back toward the command state.
Sometimes ideal relay compensation by ilSClf generates a chattering Of limit cycle about a
sliding line. A boundary layer on either side of the sliding line can be used to counteract
this_ In this case. sliding mode tries to ensure movement towards the boundary layer so
that once inside the layer. a linear control strategy can be used.
For the vertical positionina case of a small subsea robot, the sliding line is represented
by:
S=~+AE
dl
(3.6)
where:
S - control signal
A. .. bandwidth
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The sliding equation is DOC order lower than the system Older. If S. whicb ultimately
drives E. can be made equal to zero. then E must decay. S is a filtered version of E. and
acts as a buffer. Thus. in tenDS of S. a pseuOO-eDergy. V. can be defined by:
(3.7)
where:
v = pseudo-energy
If dVldt is negative. then all the trajectories must move toWard S = 0. This implies that::
~=SM~
dt dt
(3.8)
Ftom Equation 3.3. an equation for S and dSId1 can be determined. Using Equation 3.1
and substituting the expression for ttOidl into Equation 3.8 gives:
(3.9)
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If M, C and D are the best estimates of the uoc:ertain panmcters M. C aod D. and the
assumption is made that dS/dt =: O. then the computed load expression for F is given by:
(3.10)
Ideal relay compensation is used for the lowest level sliding mode scheme where F is
computed by:
F :: F + Ksigll(S)
(3.11)
where:
K :: relay strength
sign(S)::+1 forS>O
sign(S)::-l forS<O
This expression of F will give a new expression for dSldt in teml.S of both the best
estimateS. M. C and D, and the uocenain par:ameten. M. C and D.
If the parameters were certain. Equation 3.9 would reduce to that representing the
switching scheme for an ideal relay. In this case. S would go to zero and cause £ to
dissipate. This implies that:
!ff::-fSiP(S)
(3.12)
With uncertain parameten, sliding mode willll)' to adjust the relay gain K so that dVldt is
always more negative than y/sl where yis some negative number. Using Equation 3.8
and substituting dSldr from Equation 3.9 and Equation 3.12 gives:
~=[("C~I.t<>J-(M)+(I'>M>!4+.t(I'>M~-.t(I'>M~]-Ksign(S)]sdt dl fdll dt1 dt dt
(3.13)
where:
..c .C-C
4D =D-D
iJM =M-M
This can be represented by:
~=[(M.)-Ksign(S)ls
dt
(3.14)
with:
(3.1")
where:
t.1L =L-L
L =constant involving C. D and M
L = best estimate ofcoostaDt involving C. D and M
This gives:
K=i"LI-r
(3.IS)
"
This sliding mode control technique focuses 00 dim:ting the system towards the
command state. The method is useful for controlling linear systems using discontinuous
control action, and it has also been adapted for lhe control of nonlinear systems with
continuous control action. It has been determined that sliding mode control used as an
adaptive control algorithm requires a good estimate of the system and its surrounding
parameters, which are often Il()( always easy to obtain for small subsea robots. Thus, it is
essential for a good estimate of I&. I in order for this scheme to work.
Consider the case where C and M are certain but D is uncenain. In this case, the
theoretical equations that are of particular interest include:
(3.16)
and:
dZO ""...!....(F+D-C~~)
dr' M dt fdil
(3.17)
1be best estinWe for the force of the propulsion system must also be uncertain as there is
one uncertainty in the equation. Thus:
(3.18)
..
Figure 3.1 gives a phase portrait for this case. The appropriate code and data file for this
case are given in Appendix A. The parameter.> are M:z 5, C. 5. ra -25 and.t =S.
InitialJy the small subsea robot is at rest with 0 :=: 0 and is commanded to go to 0 =S.
The disturbance load is given by:
D:=:D+M)Sin[¥}
(3.'9)
D is the best estimate for D with iJD accounting for the uncertainty. The parameters are
such that D:=: I. tJD .. 1 and T"", L As can be seen in Figure 3.1. the small subsea robot
does home in on the command depth but it is affected by the uncertain component of D.
a
Fipre 3.1 Phase portrait witb IIIlCeI1aia parameters
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Considering the case where all parameters are certain, there is no upper bound for the
sliding mode mechanism to work with. Thus. there is no error associated with the I,M) 1
term. Figure 3.2 shows a phase portrait for this case. The appropriate code and data file
for this case are also given in Appendix A. It is illustrated that the small subsea robot
now adapts continuously to changes in D.
dO/dI
o
Fiaure J..z Phase portrait witb DO IlIlCft1ain paramtlen
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For the case of a small subsea robot. there is a sudden drop off. This can be explained by
considering the following equations:
~=_!!!:.-AL
<k d,
(3.20)
with:
L='i£d,
(3.21)
and:
~=-~siP(S)=±~
(3.22)
Generally sign(SJ is +1 as S is greater than zero. thus:
(3.23)
However, for the drop off case, it can be shown that sign(SJ has a value of·1 as S is less
than zero, thus:
~=+~
<k M
(3.24)
3.
When the value of S becomes neprive., the phase portrait flips aDd beads in the opposite
diIecr:ion. In addition, the appamrt height of the phase portn.it. as shown in Figun: 3.2. is
a representation of Equation 3.Z4 divided by A. When the parameter- values substituted
into Equation 3.24 are K z 25. M :: 5 and A. z S. this ~ults in an appattnt height with a
value of unity as pn:sented below.
(dS/dr) =~=~=I
A MA (5}(5)
(3.25)
3.1.5 NeunLI NetWorU
Neural lJetwOlks can be used to construct fits to either- supervisory 01" drive-level cootrol
strategies {IO]. Drive level control is considered herein. A neural networt mapping
generally consists of three layers of neurons, namely an input layer, a middle or hidden
layer and an output layer, as shown in Figun: 3.3. Both the input and hidden layers
contain one bias neuron that has an input of unity. A nonlinear- squashing function, f,
processes the summed inputs contained in the hidden layer of neurons. The sigmoidal 01"
f(a)""I+~""
(3.26)
This function is zero for large negative values of a and unity for large positive values of
a. The information flows through the network from input to output.
Output Layer
Hidden Layer
Input Layer
Fipre 3.3 Neural Detwork ...ppiDa
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Thc mapping equation for a three layer netWork: wim only one hidden neuron is
represented by:
(3.27)
This equation can be used to show that in an ON versus lNlH plot, weights can be used to
shift both horizontally and vertically features gcnerated by the squashing functions.
Inspection of Equation 3..21 shows that Wao can be used to shift an 0" versus [NIH plot
vertically. whilc a positive Wao will move the plot up and a negative W.o wiU move the
plot down. A weight which multiplies an/function delermines its contribution 10 me OH
versus [NiH plot. Again. these weights can be either positive or negative. If one of the
weights has a value ofz.cro. it will remove ilS/function entirely.
The weights inside the/function are~ difficult 10 explain. Consider the flt$t function
in the Equation 3.27:
(3.28)
lbis will create a feature in the plot where its arguments Wxrl" + Wu IN + WIX is zero.
This is the point where the/function itself is one·ba1f or midway between its two limits,
which are zero and unity.
"
Consider the case where Wn: is a large negative Dumber and /11 is zero. In this case. on
the IN axis. the feature is defmed by:
(3.29)
(3.30)
If the Wxt is a small positive value tben it will appear. a larger positive value of 111.
while a small negative value will appear aI: a large negative value of IN.
[f Wxo is positive. a positive value of Wxt will cause a feature to grow in the positive IN
direction. while a negative value of Wn will cause a feature to grow in the negative IN
direction. Small values of Wn spread the feanue. while large values of Wn steepen it.
Similar statements can also be made about Wv.
Figure 3.4 shows a simple map generalcd by squashing functions. It is aau.aIJ.y a relay
wilh deadband. wilh an ideal relay in the IN direction and proportional wilh saturation in
the INdirection. 1be appropriate code and data me focthis are liven in Appendix. A.
FipRJA Simple ..... network ..p
Figure 3.5 shows an e:xuemdy complex map gc:ne:ralc:d by only th~ squashing functions
with appropriate: code and data file: given in Appendix A. Many functions would allow
consuucrion of almost any map that could be imagined.
"
To construd the map for- a oeunl network control1el", its weights c:ouJd be adjusred by
iteration until the output from the system matches the desired output. If the basic map
shape is known, then the controller weights can be adjusred until its map matches the
known shape. In conclusion, a neunl network. has the capability to represent extremely
complicated control strategies.
3.1.' F....,. ......
Fuzzy logic can be used to consuuct fits to either supet\'iso(y or drive level control
strategies (10). Drive ievel control is considered berein.
The concept of fuzzy logic uses a fuzzy set where linguistic concepts are treated
mathematically and human thought processes are replicated. The experience of a human
opera1Or is required and the procedure uses sucb linguistic terms as large. mediwn or
small to assign values to the variables. 1be linguistic terms are treated matbcmalically in
order to develop a set of IF-TIIEN Rules.
For example, consider the case (or Proportional Derivative Control (PO) with given
values of error, E, error rate. dEldl, and the control signal, S, wbere membership
functions need to be detennined using staDdard fuzzy logic manipulations. The
membership functions contain negative inputs (N), zero inputs (2;), and positive inputs
(P).
..
Each fuu.y logic $Wernent 0(" rule would have a format such as:
"If E is negative (N) and dE/dl is negative (N),
then the control signal, S, sbouJd be double negative (NN)".
Membership functions can be used to quantify the degree to which a paramete£ belongs to
a particular class. The interpolation or decision process can be eliminated when the
intelligent experience of a human operatO(" is used to generate the rules and membership
functions. Membership function shapes can include triangles, trapezoids and smooth beU
shapes. with neighboring membership functions pennitted to overlap. Previous input
information is used to develop the membership functions to belp the operator generate the
fuzzy logic rules and other membership functions. Numerical simulations can be used to
study bow the control strategy fO(" the small subsea robot will proceed.
For a specific set of membership fuoctions such as E and dE/dt, manipulation of each
fuzzy logic rule produces a contribution to an overall fuzzy range of the control signal, S.
For this particular manipulation, it is assumed tbar: the rule is an IF-AND-THEN Rule
structure, where the minimum membership value to the left of THEN will dominate. If
there was an IF~R-11IEN RuJe, the maximum membetsttip value would dominate.
Crisp depth is obtained from the oven.ll ranp using a process known as defuuification
where determining the centroid of atea is a commonly used defuuification scheme.
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In some cases. the first run of the fuzzy logic scbeme does not agree with the diIect
predictions of the human oper.lfor. Thus. the human opmtIlOr must assist in fine lUning
the logic code by adjusting membership function breaking points and shapes. Tuning can
be accomplished by specifying new niles. deleting old rules. or by changing the value of
the scaling parameters which define the membership functions.
Fuzzy logic is a versatile control strategy. It is most simply described as a set of
linguistic IF-THEN Rules. which can be compared to ruJes-of·tbumb for buman
operations and thought processes. Unlike expert systems, fuzzy logic does not require
that the outputs be detetmiDed for each and every inpuL The output can be determined
through the membership function manipulations.
3.1.6.1 Lintai' FIIZZY Loak
Membership functions for a PO controller for E and dEldl~ given in Figure 3.6. Both
E and dEldt range from·.5 10 • .5 while the control signal. S. ranges from ·9 to +9. II is
constructed to make four divisions with five points for both E and dEldt such that the
positioning of the values of £ and dE/dt would be -So -2.5. O. +1, +2.5 and +5. The first
combination would be E :z ·S and dE/dt :z • .5. the secood combi.!'ation would be E ... ·5.
dE/til = ·2..5. and so on. such that there would be 5·S combinations for a total of twenty-
five possible values of the control signal. S.
..
For" clarity, to obtain the results as indicated in Figure 3.6. coosider the case wbere E:. 0
and dEldl:z -2.5. This is the second case in Figure 3.6 and indicated by the arrows. For"
this case with E:z O. then N z 0%. Z "" 1~ and P =0%. For a value of dEldl '" -2.5.
then N "" 50%, Z "" 50% and P =0%. Thus, nine combinations must be considered.
Recall that membership functioos tak:c tbc minimum value as its final resu.lL Thus fIX the
cases NN. NZand NP. tbereis 00 result as N ... O% wbenE=O. Now, consider wheo.Z""
100%. then ZN' '" SOCJ,. ZZ:. 50% and 2P "" 0%, which results in two contributions.
Finally. when P =0%, there is no result for the remaining tenns PN. PZ and PP.
Performing defuuification, the centroid of the area for the case in point, results with a
value of -1 for thc.control signal, S.
This procedure is followed for all combinations fO(" the linear case. For Figure 3.6, when
E =: O. the results for the cOIIttol signal, S. are -2, ·1, 0, +1, +2. 1bc case for -I was
detailed above. These values are inputs for the appropriate code given in Appendix A,
corresponding to the case when E "" 0, which is the third point of the four divisions.
••
E dE/dt
t. E_o.dEIdt __S
mnITn
-9 (-2.0.5) 0 9
2. £_o.dE/tb .. _2...S
NNNZNPZNZZZPPNPZPPDJjJJU
J. EaD.dEldt_O[(fi]]:
(n.O.$)
4. C.O.dElth_z.s[ffiiOJ,
-9 0 (1.0..25) 9
S. E_O.dEldl.S.o
~I
_~o
£2,0.5)
rllUre J-' Membership rw.etions for linear...,
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From Figure 3.7. it is visible that no nonlinear features occurred as the plot is flat in
nature. This linear feature results from the fact that the membership functions for N and
P for £ and dE/dt contained only one flal: portion and one sloping linear portion. The
value of Z for both £ and dEldr contained two sloping linear portions from -5 to a peak at
the top and then sloping back [0 +5. thus the value was never zero except at -S and +5.
The results show that for the majority of the cases. three membership functions inputs
have some percentage of both £ and dE/dr. The results vary for the percentages as they
were not always 100% NN. The appropriate code and data ftIe are given in Appendix A.
FiJUft 3.7 Linear fuzzy lolic map
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Membership functions foc another PD controller for E and dF/dt are given in Fi~ 3.8.
BOlh E and dEldt range ftom -S to +S while me control signal.S. ranges from -9 to +9. It
is constructed to maIce eight divisions with nine points fot both E and dEldt such that the
positioning of the values of E and dE/dt would be -5, -3, -I, 0, +1, +3 and +5. The first
combinatioo would be E =-5 and dE/dt % -5, the second combinatioo would be E = -5,
dFldt % -3, and so on such. that there would be 9·9 combinations for a total of eighty-<me
possible values of the coutrol signal, S. The same procedure was followed as oudioed in
Section 3.1.6.1.
"
E dE/dt
JXD Jm
-50+5 -50+5
6. E_-oS.dE/dt.OS[]WID,
-9 (-2.0.25) 0 9
7. E_-oS.dEldl_ 1.0[J]W]:
(-1,0.25)
I. Ea-oS.dE/dla-5
wmo:
(-5.0.25)
2. Ea-oS.dEIdl __)
wmo:
(-5.0.25)
4. E_-oS.dEIdz:a-o.s 9. E_-o.s.dEItU"'5.0
WJi[IJNN ~ NP ,IN 2Z ZP PN PZ .. I [OO]]]NNNZ NP IN 2Z ZP, PI, PZ .. I~. 0 . 0
-9·· .,' 0 9 -9 0 9
(-4.0.25) (-1.0.25)
FilJUne 3.8 Membership Cunctions Cor bOIIlinear map
"
From Figure 3.9. it is apparent Ihest: membership functions produced nonlinear fealUres
or St~p jumps within the plot. This is dUt: 10 the many localions where the control
signal. S. was t:ither lOO'k NN. 100% PN. 100% ZN. 100% zz. 100% ZP. I{)(}% NP or
100% PP. This resulted from the two flat portions of the membersh.ip functions for N and
P for both E and dEldt with only one sloping linear portion. The value of Z for both E
and dEldt was mainly zero due to two flat portions with a value of zero with two linear
sloping portions. The results show that for the majority of Ihe cases. two of the inputS of
the membership funclion were 0% with the other being 100% for both E and dEldt. The
nonlinear features result from local concentration of membership functions. The
appropriate code and data file are given in Appendix A.
F..... 3.9 NcmIlnear fuzzy .....
3.2 Suporvisol'y Control Strateaies
Mechanically, neural network filS to supervisory Stralcgies axe no different than fits to
drive level strategies. For example. consider a supervisory strategy that would pick a safe
depth for a small subsea robor: to drive during a storm. Inputs inw the IlCtwodc. would
include the wave period and the wave steepness. with the output being the safe depth.
"The supervisory experience of human operators andIoc the simulation of the small subsea
robot in waves could be used to generate data to train the network.. 0Dce trained, it wiU
give a safe depth for any wave period and steepness within the range of training data.
3.2.2 Fuzzy LoPe
Fuzzy logic fits to supervisory strategies are similar to the fits to drive level stralCgies.
For the depth selector case. membenb.ip functions would have a format such as:
"If wave period is large and wave steepoes.s is large,
then safe depth would be very large".
As with drive level control, a human operator would probably bave to fine tune the logic
befme it could be used on the small subsea robot.
"
3.2.3 SubsuJaptioa
Subsumption is a control stnUegy dlat was developed by Rodney Brooks and his
colleagues at the Massachusetts Instinne of Tecbnology [15]. Each layer in subsumption
is a behaviour wbere layers or behaviours operate independently of each other. 1be top
layers have higber priority and lake over or subsume control from lower layers when
conditions permit.
Brooks believes that human intelligence is far tOO complex to be understood. as the
process of intelligence is broken down into sections with the interfaces between them
impossible to duplicate. He suggests that the thought pmccss be broken down into a
number of levels, eacb of which has relatively simple intelligence, and then build these
increments up step by step to the capability of an intelligent system like that of the human
brain [IS]. Each intelligent system is constructed of independent, parallel activity layers
which all connect directly 10 the outside envirooment through perception and action.
Consider the example wberr. subsumption would be used to keep a small subsea robot
from colliding with a bill in the ocean floor. A lower layer would try to keep the robot a
certain distance from !be bottom of the ocean floor. However, the robot may approach an
underwater hiD which would permit the higher layers 10 subsume control from lower
layers in order to get the robot above the biD without incurring any damage. On<:e the
robot was clear of the obstacle. the higbcr layers would pass the cootrol b,x;k: to the
appropriate lower layer so that the robot would continue on its original path..
This layered type of control stralegy has been used in the application of mobile robots,
which can operate independently in a closed environmenL The subsumption an:hiteerure
is broken into three layers. namely avoidallce. wandering and exploruioo. Every layer is
built on top of existing layers wbere lower layers never rely on the existeoce of the top
layers. These subsea robots can operate autonomously in a complex changing
environment mimicking insect-like intelligence.
In subsumption, the surroundings determine the nature of control as the higher layer
behaviours are activated by the surroundings. The subsea robolS using subsumption
control are said to have insect-like intelligence., as they react to the surroundings much
like that of insecu. This control Sttalegy provides robusmess. as adding CJtIra behaviours
does not change existing behaviours. Subsumption is not computationally expensive and
the coding for its use is modesL
"
3.3 Control StralellY Selection for ANNE
The strategy seleeccd for use in ANNE is a two level switching error-driven control
strategy which employs a depth CITO£ band. Outside the band, one level moves ANNE
towards the band surrounding the command depth. creating a depth emx-driven control
suaregy. This stralegy is based on switehiDa ~ discussed in Section 3.1.2.
The adler level is used when ANNE is within the band. This attempts to bring ANNE to
a stop within the band using a buoyancy error-driven control strategy. Within the band.
readings are substituted into the depth equation of motion to estimate buoyancy. The use
of a system governing equation as detailed in Section 5.1.5 makes the second level
resemble a computed load 5tr'alegy as discussed in Section. 3.13.
This control stratcgy is selected because the simuJation suggests that it demonstrates an
excellent combinalion of error-driven and computed load cooll'OL In addition. it is a
control strategy that is compatible with the switebiDg hardware on ANNE. most of whicb
is supplied by NO MAD as discussed in Section 4.4.1.
"
Chapter 4
Autonomous Pneumatic Nautical Explorer
The first NO MAD procotype has a number of areas which require improvement.. Even
though NO MAD is modular in c:onslIUctioO. aJi of the electrical components are hard·
wired ioto their positions. malciDg it difficult to modify the setup. Similarly, the majority
of components are bolted or screwed in place. As a result. assembly of NO MAD is time
consuming.
NO MAD uses five noat switches that are equally spaced in the vertical din:cti.oo of the
ballast tank.. These SwilCt.es are employed lO sense the WafC( level in the baJlast tank, as
required by the depth control strategy. Due to the discrete nature of the information.
stable operation of NO MAD is impossible and lintit cycles exist around the command
depth. To overcome this, ANNE uses an accelerometer instead of the floalSwilChes (16].
One of the major goals of the present wort: was 00 redesign NO MAD such that all of the
components would permit easy assembly. For case of obtaining paru, the majority of the
components of the first NO MAD prototype were ut:iliz.ed in ANNE but more efficiently.
Foe simplification. ANNE is modular in construction and requires no tools for assembly.
The detailed fabrication drawings arc given in Appendix B. ANNE was designed for
missions in shallow water" to depths of 100 m. It has a mass of~ kg and aD overall
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height of 12m. ANNE requires at least two people and an overhead crane for
deployment and recovery. An overall illustration of ANNE is shown in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1 Autonomous Pneumatic Nautical E:lplorer
ANNE has holes at the top and bottom of its ballast tank. Pneumatic pistons mounted
outside the ballast tank are used 10 open or close the holes. To make ANNE sink, water
is allowed to enter the ballast lank as both holes are open. To make ANNE surface, high-
pressure compressed air is used 10 purge water from the ballast tank with the top hole
closed and the bottom hole open
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The main components consist of an air-water ballast tank, two divers bottles, of which
only one is used during a mission. a Z-WORLD Rugged Giant C-Programmable
Miniature Controller (controller) for control. batteries for power during missions. and
pneumatic components for operation of the pistons fOl" the ballast tank. 1be electrical and
pneumatic schematics of ANNE are given in Appendix C. There is aJso ample space for
a payload.
The [wo divers bottles arc used as the soun:e of high-pressure compressed air for the
baJiast tank. and the pistons. Pneumatic valves are used to control the high·pressure
compressed air flows. These pneumatic vaJves are solenoid activated and pilot pressure
operated.
4.1 Structure and SheD
lbe sllUctwe and shell of ANNE consists of five cylindrial plastic tubes that are held
together by an aluminum frame at the lOp. Figure 4.2 shows the center cylinder and the
two aluminum frames. Figure 4.3 shows the top aluminum frame before it is attached to
the center cylinder. Figure 4.4 depicts the bottom aluminum frame that is attached to the
bottom of the center cylinder that is used to bold the instrumeotllion boxes. This center
cylinder. which is the longest of the five tubes at 1.2 m, houses the ballast tank and acts
as a support for the four remaininS tubes as can be seen in Figure 4.2.
"
Figure 4.2 Center (yJinder with both frames
Figure 4.3 Top frame
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Figur~ 4.4 Boltom frllmt
4.2 Ballast Tank
Figure 4.5 shows the ballast tank with the pneumatic pistons attached. The ballast tank,
taken from NOMAD, was designed and sized from previous work by Lu (2]. Specific
parameters ofthe ballast tank are given in Section 5.1.6, Table 5.1 Figure 4.6 shows the
pneumatic pistons toge1her with the ballast tank. They are double acting pistons meaning
that high-pressure compressed air is used to move them back and forth. There is another
type of pneumatic piston known as single acting that uses air pressure to extend the
actuator rod with a spring to retract it These were not used in ANNE.
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Figure 4.5 Ballalll lank
Figure 4.6 Ballallt tank with pistons
4.3 Outside Tubes
The outside rubes consist of two inlmnediate length cylindrical plastic tubes at 76.5 em
and two shortest length cyliDdrical plastic tubes at 56 em.
4.3.1 Intenaediate LeIIath Tubes
Two intermediate length cylindrical plastic: tubes are used to bold the smaller size diven;
bottles that supply the high-pressure compressed air to the ballast tank. These tubes have
been designed to be able to hold regular size divers bottles. however, they an: not used
due [0 the weight restrictions. The max..imum pressure supplied by one of lhe divers bottle
is 200 bar (3000 psi) with a capacity of 300 SfpL A first pressure regulator followed by a
second pressure regulator are required [0 limit the operation pressure of ANNE to 4 bar.
The divers bottles arc held in place widtin the cylinders by styrofoam rings. Figure 4.7
shows the intermediate length tubes and the small divers bottles before assembly. These
tubes are also able to house payloads.
"
Figure 4.7 Intermediate length tubes
4.3.2 Shortest Length Tubes
The remaining two cylindrical plastic tubes of the shortest length contain styrofoam rings
that are used for roughly tuning buoyancy as the ballast tank is used for fine luning
buoyancy. Figure 4.8 shows these lubes and the styrofoam rings before assembly.
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Figure 4.8 Shortest lenglh tubes
4.4 Instrumentation Boxes
There are three instrumentation boxes and they can be seen in Figure 4. J of the overall
photograph of ANNE.
4.4.1 Controller DOI
Figure 4.9 shows the largest of these boxes with an outside diameter of 27 cm and a
height of 14.1 em. This box houses a Z-WORLD Rugged Giant C·Programmable
Miniature Controller, an ICSe1Jsors pressure transducer (Model 114) and an ICSensors
accelerometer (Model 3145). Appendix 0 gives specification sheets from the
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manufacturer on these three devices together with the specifications sheets for SUbcOfI11
conneclors and the necessary components from FESTO.
Figure 4.9 Conlroller hoI
The sensors were chosen to be compatible with the controller. Both require 24V DC to
operate and the controller, powered by the batteries, can supply this. Since they draw low
current, the devices should not drain the baneries. The current drawn in milliAmps (mA)
from the batteries would be the sum of that needed by the controller and that needed by
each of the sensors. The power drawn by the controller is far greater than that drawn by
the sensors. The controller, which reads sensors in milliVolts (mY), requires a very small
voltage from the sensors
.,
The IS psi pressure tranSducer, from ICSouors, has a calibration factor of 2 mm per mV
and is sufficient for the deep tank tests. A plot of the calibration factor for the pressure
tr.msducer is given with the specification sheet in Appendix D. This results in a depth
accuracy of 2 mm, which is an acceptable level. 1be 100 psi pres.swe transducer. that
would be used at sea. has a calibntioo. factor of 7 em per- mV. which is also reasonable.
The accelerometer. also from lCSouors, is rated at 1000 mV per gravity, g, gives low
precision as the I levels are very low during the deep tank tests. However, this pcecision
is adequate for the experimental purposes of the ANNE deep lank tests. The calibration
results for the acc:elernmete:rare also given with the specifICation sheet in Appendix D.
A component layout of the controller. putthased from Z-WORLD. is shown in Figure
4.10. The controller has the capability to receive digital inputs from limit switches. but
this was not needed for ANNE. k also has the Capability foc analog inputs from pressure
transducers and accelerometers as utilized in ANNE. These are refened to as universal
inputs in the scbematic. Digital outputs for operating solenoid valves, are used to operate
pneumatic valves for controlling flow into and out of the air-water ballast tank. The
controller also has the capability to output one analoa signal, and can operate two
nocma.l1y c1osed-oonnally open (NC - NO) relays, which are not used in this wode.. 1bese
digital inputs aDd outputs can be seen in Figure 4.1 L
..
Figure 4.10 Component layout of controller
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Figure 4.11 Component layout of controller illustrating inputs and outputs
4.4.2 Battery Box
The power to lhe controller is provided by lhree DC batteries (IWO 7.2V and one SAV) in
series. Together, lhey have a voltage rating 22.8 V, which is sufficient to power lhe
controller, and a current rating of 1800 mAh. The controller ilSelf draws 220 rnA. The
calculation for lhe power requirements of the three batteries is given in Appendix E
11
(Sample Calculation 4.1). This illustrates that for a mission of ANNE the batteries
should last for four hours. The batteries are housed in the smallest of the instrumentation
boxes, shown in Figure 4.12. This box has an outside diameter of 27 cm and a height of
5.8 cm. A 3 Amp (A) fuse is inserted in series to protect the controller from a short
circuit external from the battery box..
Figure 4.12 Battery boI
4.4.3 Pneumalic BOI
Figure 4.13 shows the third box, which has an outside diameter of 27 cm and a height of
8.9 cm. This box houses the two types of pneumatic valves that were used. Figure 4.14
shows a schemalic of the valve used to control flow of high·pressure compressed air into
the ballast tank when it is necessary to purge water from the ballast lank to make ANNE
rise. The pneumatic valve, as shown in the schematic, would allow air to vent from the
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ballast tank. This is prevented by installing a check valve in the pneumatic line to the
ballast tank. With tbe solenoid on the right of the schematic activated, the flow paths on
the right move over allowing a flow path from the high-pressure compressed air to the
ballast tank to be created which purges the ballast tank.
Figure 4.13 Pneumatic bos
The second pneumatic valve that is used is shown schematically in Figure 4.15. As
shown, the vaJve would create a flow path from the high-pressure compressed air to one
end of a pneumatic piston and a vent from the other end. With the left solenoid
deactivated and the right solenoid activated, the flow paths on the right would move to
the right and create a reverse set of flow paths. With the right solenoid deactivated and
the left solenoid activated, the original flow paths shown would reappear
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Figure 4.14 Schematic of pneumatic valve (or air supply to ballast IaDk
Figure 4.15 Schematic of paeumatic: valve (or pistoa operation
Pneumatic and electrical bulk·head connectors are used to connect the three
instrumentation boxC$ to each other and to the pistons and the ballast tank. These can
be.seen in Figure 4.9. Figure 4.12 and Figure4.13.
Aluminum covers are used to close the boxes and are designed SO that screws are not
used as they are held together by the principle of suction. Each box has a small hole in
one cover allowing air to be removed through suction by using a vortex blower in reverse
operation [17]. Duct tape is used to cover the appropriate bole after sufficient suction, or
negative pressure, bas developed within each insuumentation box. Two O-Rings are
present in the aluminum covers (one in the top and one in the bottom) that assists in
maintaining the seal. once proper lubrication grease is applied to the O-Rings_
The instrumentation boxes are the only structural components subj«tcd to bigh-pressure
which could create hoop stresses. This type of box has been pressurized to
approximately 10 bar or 100 m [I8J with DO problems noted.
4.5 Simple Twist Lock M«haoism
To assist in the modular constIuction of ANNE. the elimination of bolts and screws is
essential. This is done by the use of. simple twist lode mechanism where the component
fits into place and sccwed by a simple twist. This appears in the majority of the
components of ANNE.
"
Consider Figure 41 whic:b illustrales the center cylindrical tube. and the lOp and bottom
aluminum frames. Slots in the cylindrical tubes and lugs in the aluminum frames allow
for a tight fit and a reliable means of support for both frames. A close inspection of
Figure 4.3 will permit a view of some oflhcse IUp.
This simple twist lock: mechanism is also employed in the design of the ballast I:ank. This
permits the connection of the pneumatic piston support to the ballast tank.. This design
can be seen in Figure 4.6. The slots are in the support for the pneumatic pistons. at the
top and bottom of the ballast tank. and the lugs are placed in the housing of the pnewn.atic
pistons.
The simple twist lock: mechanism is also used to hold the divers bottles in place in [he
intermediate length lUbes. In Figure 4.7. it can be seen that the sloo exist in the
cyliodrical robes and the lugs ace present in the support thai: holds the divers bottle. A
support is also placed 011 top of the divers bottle to prevent its loss during a mission.
There are also slots for positioning these tubes on to the top aluminum frame.
For the smallest of the cylindrical tubes, the simple twist lock: mecbanism is used to hold
the styrOfoam in place. which can be seen in FiguR- 4.8. lbe slots are in the cylindrical
tubes, while the lugs are in the support. There are also slots for positioning these tubes
on the top aluminum frame.
"
4.6 Cos, Estimate
A cost estinwc of the overall development of ANNE is presented in Table 4.1.
Tabk4.1 Cost Estimate of ANNE
Co_' e-, Q<y Valle-
_e-
$ $)
Accelerometer ICSenson 375 375
Baneries (Ni.ca) Signal 30 90
Hobbies
Z·WORLD 5SO 5SO
Sub A ua 195 390
S..bconn In 355
30 30
1000
20 180
100 200
385 385
25 SO
150 300
100 100
520 520
90 90
NIA N/A 400
$5015
These values are rounded to the nearest dollar. Tbe total cost is cak:ul.aled to be
approximately SSOOO. which is rdatively inexpensive for lhis subsea robot design. If
ANNE is to be made in mass production. this cost can be reduced. The potential cost of
losing ANNE durin, all: at sea mission can be seen as expemive.
n
ChapterS
Simulation
The success or failure of ANNE depends on the length of time the high-pressure
compressed air lasts as lhis detennines the mission duration. Critically, lhis depends on
the depth control strategy employed. Thus, it became essential to develop a simulation to
test lite depth control strategy employed by ANNE.
5.1 l'aram<ter Determlaatlon
5.1.1 VoIllIDIttrk Flow Race
A simulation trial lasts about three minutes of reaJ. time.. During this time. only a small
amount of high-pressure compressed air is consumed. This implies that the pressure is
fixed during a trial. The pressure in me divCf$ bottle Creates choked flow that causes the
mass flow rate, dMIdt, from lhe high.pressure compressed air to be constant and
insensitive to ballast tank cooditioos. For clarity, the volumetric flow rate of water
flowing into the ballast tank is denoted as QlIt'. which will be a positive qumtity. When
the ballast tank: is being purged with bigb--prcssute compressed air, Q.. wiu be a negative
quantity. Thus, it"is assumed that when a flow of high·pressure compressed air is
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released to force water out of the ballast tank through the bottom bole. the outward flow
of water. Q... is negative with DO storage pennined..
TIle volumetric flow rate of wlJer. Qw. from the ballast tank: is calculated by:
(S.I)
where:
MA '"" mass ofltigb-pre:ssure compressed air hom divers bottle to the ballast tank
P ~ density of air in the ballast tank
The density of air in the ballast tank, p. is a function of the vertical submergence depth of
the small subsea robot, R. For ANNE. dM/dt is sct to a level that makes Qw
approximately equal to ·\.O Us when flow is to standard atmosphere. With the cross-
sectional area of the ballast tank. ftxed, this Qw will permit purging of the ballast tank at a
reasonable rate. SpecUK: parameters of the ballast tank are presented in Section :5.1.6.
TablcS.l.
The volumetric flow rate for air of l.0 Us can be obtained from ANNE when the divcn
bottles are fully cbargcd.. Gas dynamics could be used to estimate the pressure drop in
the divers bottle as well as the volumetric flow tate. This is not done in the prescnt stages
of ANNE design.
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5.1.2 Drivial~
With both top and bottom holes of lhc ballast lank open, the positive Qw upward through
the ballast tank is governed by the resistaDcc created at !he bottom... The given flow
through the ballast tank creates a p:ater pressu.re drop at the bottom. as the density of me
flowing fluid (water), a, is greater than air. For steady flow, the orifice flow equation
[19] is given by:
Q.:CH ~
. ,/"
(S.2)
where:
Qw - volume flow rate of water through the orifice
Co ,. head loss coefficient
H :: flow area
P ." driVing pressure
:: density of the flowing fluid (water)
Manipulation of EqlWion 5.2 gives:
p=<!-(.&..)'2 C.H
(S.3)
The maximum overall pressure bead is equal to the height of the ballast lank, which is
SOO mm. The pressure driving free flow up lhrough Chc ballast tank cannot be greater
than the hydroswic pressure colTeSponding to the height of the ballast tank.
..
From fundamenlal fluid mecbanics (20], the pressure-elevation relationsbip is given by:
(5.4)
where:
dP =- change in pressure
g ::II: acceleration due to gravity
Nr. :: change in elevation
With the water level~ positive downward from the center of the ballast tank and
denoted by Y, then the neutrally buoyant point is taken as Y =- O. If both top and bonom
holes of the ballast tank are open and Y is known, the change in drivinS pressure using
Equation 5.4 can be calculated by:
liP :ag(T + Y)
(5.5)
where:
T :: halfbeiJbt of me ballast tank
Y =- water level measured positive downward from the center of the ballast tanJc.
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Substituting the applicable values given in Section 5.1.6, Table 5.1 into Equation 5.5,
results in AP :: 4905 Pa (Sample Calculation 5.1. Appendix E). Th.is causes the pressure
of the high-pressure compressed air in the ballast laI:l.k to be approximately equal to the
pressure in the water just outside the lOp of the ballast tank. This implies that the pIeS$Ute
driving the water flow through the bottom bole would be equal to the hydrostatic pn:ssure
corresponding to the height of the air cavity. With both bole sizes fixed. the average
water flow Qw into the ballast tank is approximately equ.a.l to +1.0 Us. This results in
equal filling and purging rates as the magnitudes are the same.
('.6)
The equation for head loss. hE. is given by:
('.1)
Substituting the values given in Table 5.1 into Equation 5.7 gives hI. :: 0.5 nun (Sample
Calculation 5.2. Appel'ldix E). Thus, it can be shown that, in sha1.Iow water, DO JJK)R: than
0.5 mm of pressure bead couJd result from high-pressure compressed air flow through the
top hole of the ballast tank.
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The equation for the purge period. tp • is given by:
(5.8)
where:
A =cross--sectionaJ area of the ballast tank.
Substituting the values that are Listed in section 5.1.6. Tabk 5.1 into Equation 5.g results
wim tp :::: 6.25 s (Sample Calculation 5.3. Appendix E).
The flow lhrough the boUom bo~ is assumed to be steady. An inertance and resistance
orifice flow model would give the bottom hole volume flow me more accunuely, but
such a model is beyond the scope of this wade. With very high-pressure compressed air
used to tteafe a strong air jet du'ough the top bo&e, choked flow du'ough the top bole
would result accompanied by strong shocle waves. This lype of flow is difficult to model,
and seldom used. mus it was not used in the present work.
"
A conservation of mass equatioo for the high-pressure compressed air in the ballast tank
can be used (0 take air compressibility ioto account [19J. This is given by:
(S••)
where:
Va = volume ofair in the tank
QlIt = flow race of air into ballast tank: from the: divers bottles
Q- = flow me of air out of the ballast tank. through the top hole
Manipulation of Equation S.9 gives:
(S.lO)
A measure of air compressibility, K.. is known to be calculated by:
(S.Il)
with:
(.5.12)
..
For isotbennal compressioD-expansion, K. is equal [0 the ballast tank pressun: as the
value of K..:; 1.0. For isentropic compressioo-expansion.. it becomes k times the ballast
tank where k _ 1.4 is the specific heat ratio. Foc ANNE. it is assumed that K. is between
these two limits.
Equation 5.l0 shows that compressibility adds a period 00 the dynamics that are small
relative to the ballast tank filling and purging periods. This would have little or no effect
on performance and simulation runs with and without compressibility confmns this
result.
5.1.4 BuoyaDCY
llte rate ofchange of the water level Y in the tank is given by:
(5.13)
From Equation 5..2. Equatioo 5.6 and Equation 5.13. this allows for a calculation for Qw
and Y by integntioa.
.,
From fundamental fluid mechanics [201.1:be weight fOfCe is given by:
(5.14)
where:
W _ weight force
V, =volumcof Ouid
Substitution of the applicable parameters mlo Equation 5.14 gives the calculation for
buoyancy force on the small subsea robot. B:
B=or(AY)
(S.IS)
1be max.imum absolute value: of BIg is denoted as M_ This assumes that Y is given the
maximum value of T. This is calculated by:
(5.16)
This value is M.." _ 6.25 kg when the parameters given in Section 5.1.6, Table 5.1 are
substimlCd into Equation S. L6 (Sample Calculation 5.4. Appendix E).
ANNE has a basic mass of SO kg when ocuually buoyanl The added mass is estimared
to be 2S kg. An explanation for this value is detailed in Section 5.1.6. Both of these
components are included in M, which is 7S kg. IfB is increased, then M would decrease
by BIg.
..
With B known. the vertical submergence depth of the small subsea robot. R. can be
computed from the equation of motion that is derived from Newton's Second Law and
given by.
(S.I7)
wh.ere:
M :; inherent and added mass of small subsea robot
R 3 vertical submergence depth of small robot depth
Co 3 drag coefficient
AI .. frontal area exposed [() flow
The maximum terminal speed of ANNE is calculaced from setting the left hand side of
Equation S.l7 to zero as there is no acceleration. The value of the buoyancy fon:e is
substituted fromcquatioo S.IS and setting Yequal to T. This lives:
C.A,{~J
2 =agAT
(S.18)
"
Solving EquaDon 5.18 fordRIdr gives:
(5.19)
With the panmctef5 substituted into Equation 5.19 as listed in Section 5.1.6, Table 5.1.
lhis gives the maximum terminal velocity as V, = 0.313 m/s (Sample Cakulation 5.5,
Appendix E).
II
5.1.6 Justiftl:aticm fill UIIOtI'tIlia Parametas
Table 5.1 lists all of the known and calculated parameters involved in the simu1ation
calculations Cor- ANNE. lbe measurements lIe taken diR:cl1y Crom ANNE where
applicable.
Table 5.1 Parameter DdlIlitioas UId Values
SvmbGI
--
V....
A cross-sectional aru of 0.025 m
ballast tank
T half height of the ballast 0.250 m
tank
acceleration due to ltI"&vitv 9.81 mls
density of the flowing fluid lOOOkglm
(water)
M inherent and added mass of 'Ski
small subsea robot
CD drag coefficient 2.5
"A Crontal area ex dtoflow O.SOm
C head loss coefficient 0.5
H flow area O.OOlOm
V, maximum terminal speed of 0.3l3 mls
small subsea robot
,
·od 6.25.
M_ maximum mass of Wiler 6.25 kl
that ballast tank can
with>taod
The uncertain parameters in Table 5.1 include the hole loss factor. C... and the wake drag
coefficient. CD. In addition, the added mass of ANNE is taken as 50% of the basic robot
mass (a typical value used by other researchers).
..
To determine lbese parameters precisely, experiments could have been performed.
However. as the purpose of the simu.lation is lO approximallC the overall infllllCOCC of these
and other panunetlCrS, rough estimateS are sufficienL
5.2 Depth Control Strategy
For most surveyor explocation typIC missions of ANNE, depth control does not have to be
extremely accuratIC. ANNE is required [0 get close to the command depth and bever or
drift very slowly up and down. ANNE uses a two level switeb.inS enOl"-driven cootrol
strategy to achieve this. One level of the control strallCgy moves it towards a band
surrounding the command depth, creatinS a depth error-drlven control Str'allCBY. The
other level attemptS to brins ANNE to a stop within the band and uses a buoyancy error-
driven control strategy to achieve this_
Water is allowed to enter the ballast tank when ANNE is above a preset band surrounding
the command depth md is either rising or DOt moving towards the band fast enough.
Water is forced out of the ballast tank when ANNE is below the band and is either
sinking or DOt moving up to the band fast enough. Wilhin the band, Waler" is allowed to
enter the ballast tank when ANNE is moving upwards and buoyancy is positive. Water is
forced out of the ballast tank: when ANNE is movins downwards and buoyancy is
negative. Within the band. the goal is to force the buoyancy to zero and stop ANNE near
the command depth.
..
Figure S.I shows the block diagram for inside lhe enor b3lld. For lhis C2SC:. the response
of the apparent depm of me subsea robol is fed back for comparison wim the command
depm. The conuoller men acts on me dep[h error and lhe rate of response. which is how
fast lhe robot moves toward lhe band. On mis basis. me control signal is sent to me
pneumatic valves which then permit flow into or out of me ballast tank through the
pneumatic pistons. This in tum causes a change in me buoyancy that is fed to the plant.
the subsea robot. and resul15 in motion of lhe subsea robot to the specified command
depm.
9'
Figure 5.2 shows the block diagram for oUlSide the error band. For this case. the rate of
response of the motion of the subsea robot, together with the acceleration. are used to
calculate the buoyancy. The controller aclS on both the estimate of the buoyancy and the
rate of response. The response of the apparent depth of the subsea robot is also fed back
to the controller for comparison with the command depth. Similarly to the case of Figure
5.1. the conuol signal is sent to the pneumatic valves which then permit flow into or out
of lhe ballast W1k through the pneumatic pistons. This in nun causes a change in the
buoyancy thai: is fed to the planl, lhe subsea robol, and resullS in motion of the subsea
robot to the specified command depth.
Figure 5.2 Block diqram outside the elTOl' band.
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The flow of walet into the ballast tank is pulsed. Between the pulses, ANNE is permitted
to drift.. This is done bcx:ause the natural. filling nue turns out to be more than expecteci
lhe use of Equation 5.2 is questionable for this pulsed flow. A lumped inertanee-
resistance model for the flow would perhaps be rIlOlC accuralC but this has not been
developed in the present work..
A simple one slCp scbcme is used to inlegrare the entice set of ordinary differential
equations given by Equation 5.10, Equation 5.13, and Equation 5.17. In the simulation,
buoyancy is calculated from the ballast tanlt flow equations. For ANNE, this is not
accurate, because there are numerous uncertain paratnelers in the equations. An esti.mal:e
of buoyancy is made using Equation 5.17, however, this equation has uncertain
parameters but fewer than those in the ballast tank flow equations.
Manipulation of Equatioo 5.17 gives:
(5.20)
The accelerometer provides the value of riRldf and dRidt is obtained through numerical
differentiation of the depth sensor readings.
"
5.3 Simulation
Using the simula.lioo code developed in Fortran. see AppendiA F. the pattern shown in
Figure 5.3. was produced. The applicable parameters were substituted into the simulation
code as given in Section 5.1.6. Table 5.L This panern is actually a time trace generated
by the simulation for the case of the actual hover test discussed in Chapter 6.
Time(s)
5 m
..
For this leSt, ANNE is initially ar: the bottom of a water tank 3.5 m deep. It is then
commanded to rise I m up from the bottom. pause. and then commanded to rise to a level
of 2 m. pause. and then return to the I m level. As can be seen in Figure 5.3. ANNE is
able [0 approach the command depth and the motion is stable.
The simulation of ANNE permined an exploration of the bebaviour of the subsea robot in
waves near the ocean surface. Due [0 the nonl.inearn~ of the controller. motions wen::
found to be chaotic. which is expected near the Wiler surface. As this is a very
interesting problem. it deserves further study but was beyond the scope of the present
wo<k.
"
Chapter 6
Experimentation
6.1 PrdimIDary Trials
In order to conf'mn the operation of ANNE. seven.! tests bad to be performed. In the
early stages of design. specific components bad to beexamioed to ensure that they would
maintain a water tight seal while in operation. This began with the three instrumcnWioo
boxes that house the conttollcr. the batteries and the pneumatic components. Once the
boxes achieved adequate suction. they W~ lowem1 into the lowing tank at MUN at a
depth of 2 m and left for various periods of time.
The first time period was twenty minutes. There were no problems with two of the
boxes, but the conuoUer box had leaked and water was found inside. This leak was
caused by a poor pressure transducer connection and proper care was taken to reinstall
the pressure transducer with tefloo tape. This box was retesled and no leaks were present
for the twenty minute time period. AU the boxes were piKed in me towing tank and left
for lhirty minutes aDd DO leaks were detcctcd.. They were then tested for sixty minutes
and again. DO leaks were detected. h was confirmed that the suction creakd in the
instrumentation boxes using the vortex blower in reverse operation and the duet tape used
to maintain tbe seal. was adequate to prevent leaks for a three hour test period.
..
Once the critical components were tested and no fear of Wiler leaks existed. it was time
to place ANNE in the towing tank. With a compressed air pressure of 4 bar and both
holes of the ballast lank closed, a test was conducted to ensure that none of the FESTO
tubing and connections had any possible leaks. Some minor air- bubbles were present.
and the approprialC fittings were adjusted to reduce the leakage.
This tcst demonstrated that ANNE was not quite neutrally buoyant. as ANNE did not
float to the swface as predicted. It was then decided that additional styrofoam would be
requin:d. thus a modifICation was made to the design of ANNE. Two additional cylinders
were added to hold the styrofoam. ilIusttated in Figure 4.8. which assisted in creating
stability. Two lead weights were also added to the bottom of ANNE and two small lead
weights were attached using duct tape to the side that Bolds the controller box. in order to
balance with the other two boxes. This was done because the three batteries were
creating a weight imbalance.
ANNE was then placed in the towing tank. at a depth of 2 m. with a compressed air
pressure of 4 bar. ANNE sank to the bottom of the towing tank floor as both Boles of the
ballast tank were open, was left for dlirty minutes and then retrieved using two ropes
attached to the structure. This was a successful test as there were no IeaIcs within the
instrumentation boxes, no air bubbles were present as a result of the FESTO tubing and
connections, and ANNE was stable on the lowing tank: floor.
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6.2 HoveriDg Trials
The time came to run the Dynamic C Code for the controller outside of the towing lank.
This was to ensure thar: all of the pistons were operating and the high-pressure
compressed air from the divers bottle was entering the bauast tank at an acceptable flow
rate. All systems were operating effectively so ANNE was prepared for testing in the
deep tank at MUN at a maximum depth of 35 m.
The routine for a typical test consisted of many important steps. This list of insuuctions
is given in Appendix G. Before deployment. it was ensured that the proper code was
developed for the test. Nex.t, the three batteries were recharged and connected properly
with the 3 A fuse in place. Following this, the divers bottles were checked to ensure that
sufficient high-pressure compressed air was present. All of the pneumatic valve electrical
connections, as well as the pneumatic tubing connections were checked to ensure tight
connections.
A vortex blower was used in reverse to permit suction of the battery box and then duct
tape was applied to maintain suction before the box was placed on ANNE. Following
this, the same procedure was followed for the suction of the pneumatic box and it was
placed next to the banery box. These were then held into place on one side of the bottom
frame using a screw handle as shown in Figure4.1 .
••
TIle code was loaded from the host computer to the controller and thea the cable was
disconnected from the controller. The code required the accelerometer to be oriented in
a certain way so this bad to be cbeclccd to ensure proper positioning. Once again. the
vone:Jt blower was used for suction of tbc controller bo:Jt and duet tape was applied before
it was placed on the other side of ANNE. Another screw handle was used to keep the
controller box in place on the bottom aluminum frame. Once all the instrumentation
boxes were placed on ANNE. the manual flow control valve on the divers bottle was
opened so that the higb-pR:SSUIe compressed air was turned on and all poeumatic
componcnlS were cbccted for leaks.
Due to the weight of ANNE, it bad to be placed into the deep tank using an overhead
crane as shown in Figure 6.1. Ropes were anached to a lifting lug so that ANNE could
be hooked to the crane that was used to place ANNE in the deep rank.
When recovered, if another test was planned, suction was removed from the controller
bo:Jt only and the controller was teCOIlDCCted to the host computer and an appropia1e code
was reloaded. ff another test was not planned. all of the insttumenwion blUCS were
removed from ANNE, suction was rek:ased and all of the instrumentation bo:Jtcs were
checked for lcaIcs. The compressed air was turned off and ANNE was sent back to home
ba<e.
..
Figun~ 6.1 ANNE with ttsting apparatus
The first test of ANNE with the first code loaded was successful. ANNE sank 10 the
bonom of the tank., at a depth 00.5 m, as both holes of the ballast tank were open and at
the specified time, ANNE rose to the surface No hovering characteristics were
anempted or observed at this time, as they were not entered into the code.
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It was decided thaI the h.overing commands would be employed by a ne\l,' code. Se\'eral
testS were required to otxain satisfactory hovering performances and remove any errors.
After numerous manipulation of the code. the most typical mission was quite successful.
The data for this test is presented in Table 6.1. ANNE began at rest at the bonom of the
tank and Ihen lifted and hovered to the specified depth. returned 10 the bouom of the lank.
lifted again and hovered 10 the specified depth. rested on the bottom of the tank and
finally renuned to the surface of the water and floated.
12 2.70
" 2.25
,. 2.25
'" 2.30
'" 2.30:u 2.30
" ..... ...
53 2.,
.....
.. ...
.. .
13 1.45
,. ,...
.. ,...
.. ,...
.. ,
102 1.40
101 1..so
11-4 2.00
117 1.115
11. 1'-,.. ,
124 1..15
12!f 2.01
130 2.00,.. ,
Table6.1 T...... O'..
\0\
The data. in Table 6.1 was obtained from measuring the distaDCe that a rued point on
ANNE moved. This was done through video taped footage of an acwal tcst. A rope wirh
increments of 0.25 m was placed in the deep tank. AF. ANNE passed by, the
measurements were taken from the video screen through the use of calipers. The time
was determined from a clock on the video screen.
Figure 6.2 shows both the simulation data and the actual leSt data for comparison. ANNE
was initially at the bottom of the deep tank at a depth of 3.5 m. h was commanded to rise
up from the bottom I m, bovcr there for approximately one minute, rise anOlbcr t m,
hover for another minute, move down t m, hover there for another minute, and fma.Lly
come up to the swface and wait to be retrieved. The Dynamic C Code, which was
succcssful for hovcring. is givcn in Appendix H.
As an be seen in FiJUn: 6.2, ANNE reaches the. command depth and motion is srable.
This can be compared with that produced in the simulation plot shown in Figure 5.3. The
simulation code and data ftlc arc given in Appendix F.
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Time(s)
180 s
,"
5 M
Figure 6.2 ComparisoD of simulation time. trace and testiag datil
It is possible to estimarc me amount of bigh-pres.swe compressed air consumed by
recording both me number of times the pistons in the ballast tank were activated during a
trial run and the loW amount of time that high-pres.sute compressed air flowed into the
ballast tank. This is ac:countcd for in the simulation discussed in Chapter S. The
simulation suggesu that during a time minute run, only 4 stpL are used. The two divers
bottles contain 2000 stpL and they should last up to 3000 minutes or SO bows. If the trial
\03
roM did DOt have such high demands. these requirements would be reduced.. It is also
possible lhat a better conuol strategy would also reduce the high-pressure compressed air
requirements.
As stated at the beginning or Chapter S. it was assumed that the success or failure of
ANNE depended on bow loog the high-pressure air lasts as this determiDCd the mission
duration. From actual test oper.WOD of ANNE.. it has been discovem1 that the mission
duration is ultimately determined hy the battery power. The actual time duration
provided by the banery supply for ANNE has been calculated to be four hours (Sample
Calculation 4.1. Appendix E). This !las been confirmed through the actual deep tank
'04
Chapter 7
COndusioDS and Recommendations
For educational purposes. the development of the subsea robot ANNE proved to be quite
successful. 'The design. consuuction. simulation and testing phases in completing such a
task illustrated the importance of ensuring lbat all components function properly and
effectively to achieve the main task. From the work to date. ANNE has proved to have:
potential for industrial usc.
An extensive review of previous robots that have been designed allowed for some
~arch insight to the importance of their uses and their limitations. In reviewing the
control strategies. it was concluded lhat the most effective subsea robot control for
ANNE was the switching strategy with enor..driven control. 'The goal was to develop a
more robust version of the subsea robot NO MAD and this thesis illustrates that this goal
was accomplished lhrough the development of the subsea robot ANNE.
Compared to NOMAD. ANNE is easier to assemble and disassemble. lbis is due in part
to the use of a simple twist lock mechanism to lock the components and parts togelhcr.
and the use of suction to close the insuu.mentation boxes. NO MAD has unwanted up
and down motions. known as I.iJnjt cycles. near the command depth. ANNE uses a
different control strategy that results in the motion settling down near the command
de"".
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foI" future work. with respect to the design of ANNE. it would be in the best interest of
futun:: designers to tum the educationa.I benefits gained into a subsea robot more suitable
for industrial use which would allow fO£ ocean missions. This would enlail that many of
the current features of ANNE be modified.
New design features should allow the mass of the subsea robot to be reduced
substantially. Although ANNE allows fO£ easy assemble. it is too b.uvy for ODe person
to operate and requires the uses of an overhead crane for depIOymetl.L To simplify
deployment and rettieval, the 0CQn going version sbould be much lighter than the subsea
robots. NO MAD and ANNE. developed to date.
The pneumatic valves ANNE uses have pilot exhausts, which cannot be ported. This
causes pressure to build up in the pneumatic valve box during a mission. For ANNE,
two checlc valves are positioned in series to periodically vent this unwanted pressure to
the external surroundings. Valves have now been designed such thal fittings allow pilot
exhausts to be ported. This type of pneumatic valve sbould be tested in any future
subsea robocs.
A new subsea robot must use the high-pressure compressed air and battery power
consumption at maximum efficiency. The control strategy should be such that it requires
less use of the high-pressure compressed air. For power consumption, higher capacity
batteries should be utilized for exretlsioa of battery life.
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A new ocean going subsea robot: should be tested initially from a wharf, and finally from
a supply vessel alsea. Foe" such tests,me robot would Deed a fail-safe s)'SIem onboud to
bring it back: to the ocean surface if it suffered a computer or power failure. Confidence
to test at sea is perhaps the most imponant recommendation for subsea robot design.
The simulation employed by ANNE permitted an exploration of !be behaviour of the
subsea robot in waves near the ocean surface. Due to the nonlinear nature of the
controller, motions were chaotic, which is CJtpected near the water surface. As this is a
very interesting problem, it also desctve:s funbcr study.
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AppeodixA
Control Strategy Codes (Fortran)
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Sliding mode conuol code and data for
Figure 3.1 - Phase portrait with uncertain parameters
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SLIDING MODE DEPTH CONTROL
OF A SHALL SUBSEA ROBOT
MASS - SUBSEA ROBOT KASS
DRAG .. SUBSEA. ROBOT DRAG
RN£W/ROLD .. ACTUAL DEPTH
E'NEW/POLD • DEPTH RATE
COMHAND _ COHHAND DEPTH
IMPLI:CI:T REAL'"a(A-B,O-Z)
REAL-4 XP, YP,XO. YO
REAL-S MASS,LOAD
REAL"a LAMBDA
OPE:N(S, fil._ 'gop.d' •• tacu... ·old·)
READ(S.-, LOAD,PERIOD
REA!)(S. -, DeLT.NIT.IitP
RUD(S.-, IOSS.DaAG
READ{S.-, ES'l'IKATE
READ(S. -) COHW.Nt!
READ (5. -, LAKeD,\.
READ (S. -, GAMMA.
READ (5. '"' XO. YO
READ(s.-) SX.SY
READ(s.·) ROLD
READ(s.·) POLO
ZE:R.C>zO.DQ
PI_3.14.1s900
CALL PIDTS(s3.0.-1'
CALL PLOT(XO-O.07.YO.3)
CALL PLOT(;lCO.O.07,YO.2)
CALL PIDT(XO.YO-O.0'7.3)
CALL PLOT(JCO.YO..O.0'7.21
CALL SYMBOL (2 .• 2.,0.25. 3BRCW. 0 .D. 3)
CALL PLOT (XO.YO,3)
IP-NIP
TrKE-O.OO
00 11 IT-l.NXT
SIGN-O.OO
TIHE-Tnm..OELT
WHAT-ESTDfATE..LOAO-DSIHI2.00'"
- PI/PERIOO'"T:tKE)
S_LAMBDA· (COMMAND-ROWI -POLO
IF(S.NE.O.DO) SIGN-S/OABS(S)GAIN__GAMKA
CONTROL_DRAG" (POLO-ESTIMATE) '"
.. DABS (POLO-ESTIMATE1-l'OSS'"LAMBDA-POLO
CONTROL=DRAG- (POLO-WHAT) -
- OABS(POLD--WHAT)-!£\SS·LAKBQA'"POLO
CONTROL-CONTROL-toGAI.N'"SIGN
RATE.. (CONTROL-DRAGO. (POLD-WHAT)
• o.DABS(POLD-WHAT) l/MASS
RNEW..ROLD+DELTo.POLD
PNEW=POLD+DELTo.RATE
YP",PNEW·SY+YO
XP=RNEW·SX+XO
1F(IP.EQ.NII.»
• CALL PLOT(XP, YP.21
n'(1P·EO,NIP) 11.>..0
ROLO"'RNEW
POLO=PNEW
U',,1P+l
CONTINUE
CALL PLOTIO.O.O.O.9991
CLOSEtS)
STOP
"'"
1.00 1..000
0.001.00 1.00000 1.00
5.00 5.00
LDO
5.DO
5.DO
-25.00
2.0 4.0
1.0 1.0
0.0
0.0
LOAD PER.IOD
OeLT NIT KIP
SOB MASS ORAG
=n<ATE
CO"""""
LA><BDA
"""""PLOT ouam
PLOT SCALE
OLD DEPTH
OLD RATE
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Sliding mode control code and data for
Figure 3.2 - Phase portrait with no uncertain pacamcterS
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c
c
C SLIDING MODE DEPTH CONTROL
C OF A SHALL SUBSEA ROBOT
C
C KASS .. SUBSEA ROBOT KASS
C DRAG .. SUBSEA R08O'l' DRAG
C
C
C RNEW'/ROLD .. ACTtI'AL DEPTH
C PHEW/POLO .. OEPTH RATE
C COMHAND .. CO!2!AND DEPTH
C
C
IHPLICIT REAL'S (A-II:.O-Z)
REAL"" XP.YP,XO.YO
REAL"8 MASS.LOAD
REAL"S LAMBDA
OPEN(S. files'gop .d' .!Ilt"!l.tU5"·old')
REAV(S," £'oAD,P£RIOD
REAV(S. oJ OELT.NIT.N"IP
REAVes. oJ MASS.DRAG
READ (5. oJ eSTIMATE
READ (5 •• ) COHMANO
RD.D{S.o, I.AHBOA
READ ( 5 • 0' GAMMA.
READ(S.o, XO. YO
REAV(S,"J SX,SY
READ(5. oJ ROW
R£A1)(5. *' POLO
ZERO-D. DO
PI.. ]. 1415900
CALL PLOTS(S3.0.-l)
CALL PLOTCUl-O.07.YO.31
CALL PLOTlXO+O.Ol.YO.2J
CALL PLOTlXO.YO-O.07.Jl
CALL PLOTlXO.YO+O.07.21
CALL SYlmOL(2 .• 2 •• 0.25.JHRCW.O.O.3)
CALL PLO'r(XO,VO.J)
I:p..mp
TIME-oO.OO
00 11 IT-1.NIT
SIGN-a. DO
TIHE-TIKB+DELT
WHATzESTtHATE..t.OAD*DSIN {2 .00*
• PI/PERIOO"TIKEI
S-LAMBDA* (COHHANt)-ROLDI-i'OLD
IF(S.NE.O.OOl SIGN-S/DABS(SI
GAIN..-GAMMA
CONTROL_DRAG" (POLD-ESTIMATE)"
.. DABS (POLD-ESTno.'rEl-MASS"LAHBDA"POLD
CONTROL_DRAG" (POLO-WHAT)"
.. DABS{POLD-WHATI-KASS*I.AHBOA·POLD
CON'I'ROt. ..CONTROr,,+GAIN"SIGN
III
RA.TE_{CON'rROL_DMG_ (POLD-waM')
• -DABS (POLO-NHAT) l/llASS
aNEW'_ROI.J:>-DELT-POLD
PNEW_POLlffDELT-RATE
yp..PNEW*SY YO
XP_RNEW*SX XO
l:F(IP.EQ.Nl:P)
• CALL PLOT(XP,Yl'.2)
li'(IP.EQ.Nl:PI lPaO
ROLD-RNEW
POLO-PHEW
IP=IP...1.
CONl'INOE
CALL PLOT(O.O.O.O.999)
CLOSE(S)
sro.
END
'"
1.00 1.000
0.00100 100000 100
5.00 5.00
1. DO
'.DO
'.DO
-25.00
2.0 f..0
1.0 1.0
0.0
0.0
LOAD PERIOD
CELT NXT NIP
SUB KASS DRAG
"'U"TE
COOO<AND
r.AKBDA
GA>O<A
PLOT ORIGIN
PLO'r SCALE
OLD DEPTH
OLD RATE
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Neural network: control code and data for
Figure 3.4 - Simple neural network: map
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30 !MAGE OF A TH1lE£ NmRON NEURAL NETWORK
WITH TWO INPl1l'S AND ONE OOTi'OT
OATA
OP!2ils, fil•• 'r:r.et..d' ,St.4tll$_' oLd'1
READ (5 , *1 WBO,WBX.WBY,WBZ
RUD(s, *1 WXO,WYO,WZO
REAC(S,"I WIX,wn,WI:Z
R£AD(s,"1 WJJ:,WJY,NJ'Z
RE.\I)(S, *) ALPHA,BETA
a::AD(S, *1 RAJ«iE,OR,OI:
lU:AO(s,"1 SX,SY,SZ
RRAD(s,"1 NR,NI
READ(S,"I XO,YO
PI:"3.Uls9
ALPKA"ALPaA/180.0*PI:
B£'l'A:BETA/180.0*PI:
CALL PLOTS(5J,0,-1l
CALL NtJMB£R(1.,9.s,O.07,W8Q,0.0,21
CALL NtJMB£ll(2.,9.5,O.07,wax,0.0,21
CALL NUMBER(J., 9.5,0.07 ,way. 0 .0,2)
CALL NUMBER(4., 9.5,0.07 .waz, 0 .0, 2)
CALL. NOH8£R(2.,9.0,O.07,WXO.0.O,2)
CALL NUMBER(3.,9.0.0.07.W'lO.0.0,21
CALL NUMB£ll(4., 9 .0. 0 .07 .WZO. 0 .0. 21
CALL NUMBER(2., 8.5.0.07 .WIX. 0 .0. 21
CALL. NUK8£R13.,8.5.0.07,WI:Y.0.O,21
CALL. NUMBERI4., 8.5.0.07 ,wrz, 0 .0.21
CALL. NUMBERI2.,8.0.0.07,WJX.0.O.2)
CALL NUMBER13. ,8 .0,0.07,WJY.O.0.2)
CALL NUMBER(4 •• 8 .0. 0.07 .WJZ. 0.0.2)
CALL SYKElOL(1..6.0.0.2s.JHRCW,0.0.31
CALL SYKElOL(l .• 7 .0. 0 .25. JRNE'T. 0.0, l)
YP"-RANGE·SX*SDI(ALPKA) ..YO
xP".RANGE·SX·COS (ALI?HA) ..m
CALL PLOT (Xi', n,l)
"!P-..RANGE·SX·SIN(ALPHA) ..yo
Xl'.. -RANGE*SX*COS (ALPHA) ..XO
CALL PLOT(D, n.21
YPa-RANGE· SY*SIN (BETAI"YO
XP..-RANGE·SY·COS (BETAI ..XC
CALL PLOT(Xi'.YP.ll
yp RANGE·SY·SIN(BETA) ..YO
XP RANGE·SY·COS (BETA) ..XO
CALL pLO'l'(XP.n.2)
yp RANGE..YO
XP XO
CALL PLOT(XP,YP,l)
YP"'-RANGE..YO
XP"XO
CALL pLOT(Xi'.n,2)
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SR_RANGE
DO 22 NIT=l.NR
Sr_RANGE
.00 11 lfiTwl.NI:
CS_WBO+WXO-SQOASR(WlX·sa..."lX"Sr...WBX)
...wyo- SQUASH (wrY"'"SR.wJY-SI WBY)
...wzo - SQUASIl (WIZ·SR...'lIJ'Z - SI WBZ)
n-eS-SZ-SR-SX-SIN (ALPHAI ...sr·SY-SIN(BETA) ...YO
XP_SR-SX·COSIALPKA) ...SI-SY·COS{BETA) ...XO
rFlKIT.EQ.lI CALL PLOT{xp.n.31
CALL Pt.OT(XP,yp.2J
sr-sr-or
CONTINUE
SR_SR_oR
CONTINUE
Sr-RANGE
DO u. tnTEcl.Nr
"""RANGE
DO 33 KIT-l.n
CS_WBO...wxO·SQOASY (WlX- sa...WJX· SI.WBX)
"'WYO - SQUASi! (wrY"- SR IUY·Sr...way)
...WZO-SQUASH{w:IZ-SR KTZ"'SI"'WBZ)
yp.CS-SZ-$R-SX-SIN{ALPHA1"'SI"'SY·SIN IBETAI ...yo
XP-SR-SX-COS{ALPKAI·Sr"SY·COSIBETAI"'XO
IFlKIT.EQ.ll CALL PLOTIXP.TP.31
CALL PLOT{XP.TP.21
SR_SR_oR
CONTINUE
S1_S1_01
CONTINUE
CALL PLOTIO.O.O.O.9991
CLOSEtS)
STOP
END
FUNCTION SQOASl:l(XI
IFIX.GT ....33.01 SQUASH_1.0
IFIX.LT.-33.01 SQUASH-O.O
rFIABS(XI.LE ....33.01
- SQUASH_l.O/(l.O ...EXP{_Xll
RE."1'URN
END
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-1.5-25 ...25 . ..so.
..1.0 ..l.0 -1.0
..25 ...25 25.
..25. -25 SO.
-30.0 -30.0
2.50.20.2
l.0 l.0 1.0
25 25
.f.. S.
woo WBX WBY W8Z
WXO WYO N'ZO
wrx wrY wt:Z
WJX WJY W3Z
ALPHA BETA
RANGE OR or
sx SY 5Z
NR NT
xc YO
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Newal network. control code and data for
Figure 3.5 - Extremely complex neural network. map
,2>
3D IMAGE OF A SIX N1!:ORON m:t1RAL NE'l'WORX
WITH TWO INPUTS AND ONE OOTPOT
DATA
OPE:N(5. fi1.e.'aol:.d· • stal:u$"'old'l
READ(5. *1 WBO
READ(5.+1 WBX.NBY.WBZ
READI5. *) WXO.WYO,NZO
RSAOI5.*t WDl:.WIY.wt:Z
READ (5 , *J WJX.WJY.WJZ
READ(S,*I WBU,WBV.WBW
READ (5 , *1 wtJO,WVO.WWO
REACC5, *) wru,wrv,wrw
REAC(S, +t KJU.WJV,WJW
REAC( 5, .) ALPHA, BETA
REAC(5.*J RANGE,DR,OI:
READt5.*) SX,SY,SZ
REACtS. *) n,N!
REAO(5, *1 XO, YO
1'1-3.14159
ALPHA..ALPHA/180.0*PI
BETA=8ETA/180.0· PI
CALL PLOTS(53,O.-1)
CALL NtnmER.(l-0.!I.5,O.07.WBO,O.0.l.)
CALL NUHB£R.(l-O. !I.0. 0.07 ,WBX.O .0.11
CALL NUMBER(J:.O,9.0.0.07.WBY.0.0.l.l
CALL NUMBER (3 .0, !I.0, 0 .07 .WBZ. 0 .0.1)
CALL NUHBER(" .0. 9 .0, 0 .07 ,WBU, 0.0,1.1
CAL!. NUHBER(5 .0. 9 .0, 0 .07 ,WBV,O.O,l.1
CALL NUHBERI6.0.9.0.0.07.WB"1f.0.0.l.1
CALL NmmERll.O,8.5.0.07.WXO.0.O,l.1
CALL NOKBERU.O,8.5.0.07.wyo,O.0.l.1
CALL NUMBER.() .0. 8 .5.0.07 .WZO.O.O ,11
CALL NUHBE:ll(4.0,8.S,O.07.WlX).0.O,lI
CALL NUMBER. (5 .0, 8 .5, 0.07 ,WVO, 0 .O,l.l
CALL NOKBER(6 .0, 8.5,0.07 ,WWO. 0.0 .1.1
CALL NUKBERll.0 •••O,O.07,WDC,O.O,l.J
CALL NUHBER.(2.0, •• 0.0.07.WI:Y,O.O,l.1
CALL NUKBER.(J .0, •• 0.0 .07 .WIZ,O.O,l.1
CALL NUHBER(4.0, 8 .0.0 .07 .wru,O. 0.l.1
CALL NUKBER(5.0, 8 .0, 0.07 .WIV,O .0,1.1
CALL NUKS£R(6.0,8.0.0.07,WIW,O.O,lI
CALL NUKB£Rtl-O, 7 .S,O.07,WJX,O.O,l.1
CALL NUKBEJLt2.0, 7 .5,O.07,WJY,O.O,l.)
CALL NUKBE:RtJ .0.7 .5,O.07,WJZ,O.O,l.)
CALL NUMBER{4 .0. 7. S. 0 .07 ,WJU.O.O,l.1
CALL NUMBEJLC5.0,7 .5.0.07,WJV,O.0.1)
CALL NUMBER(6.0, 7 .5,O.07,WJW.0.0.l.I
YP"-RANGE*SX*SIN (ALPHA) +YO
XP"'+RANGE*SX*COS (ALPHA) +XO
CALL PLOTtXP.YP,31
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C Yl'...RANGE-SX·SIN(ALPaAI"YO
C XP--RANGE-SX·COS(ALPHAI ..XO
C CALL PLOT(XP.Y?21
C YP--RANGE"SY·SIN(8ETAI ..ro
C XP__RANGE·SY·COS(8ETAI"XO
C CALL PLOT(XP.Y?)I
C Yl'....RANGE·SY·S:rN(BETAj ..YQ
C XP_..AANGE*SY·COS(BETAI ..XO
C CALL PLOT(XP.Yl'.2l
C Yl'_ ..RANGE..YO
C XP_XO
C CALL PLOT{XP.Yl'.)1
C YP.. -RANGE..YO
C XP_XO
C CALL PLOT(XP.Y?2l
Sa.-RANGE
00 22 NIT>o1.NR
SZ_RANOE
00 11 HIT>o1.NI
CS_WBO+WXO*SQOASH1WZX·SR..WJX·SZ ..WUI
..WYQ·SQUASH(wrY*sa..WJY-sz..WSYI
..WZO*SQ(Jl'.SH{WIZ*SR+WJZ·SI"WBZl
..WUO*SQDASH(wru·SR..WJl1"SI ..WBOI
..WVO·SQUASH(WXV-SR+WJV"S:t ..WBVI
--WWO"SQUASH{wrw·SR..iCW·SI"WBWI
yp-eS·SZ-SR*SX-SIN{ALPHA.I ..SI-SY"SIN(BETAl"YO
XP_SR-SX"COS {ALPKAI ..SI-SY·COS (BETAl ..XO
IF(KIT.EO.1l CALL PLOT(XP.Y?)l
CALL PLOT(XP.Y?21
Sr..SI-OI
CONTINUE
SRoo5R-OR
CONTINUE
SI..RANGE
00 U NIT-1.Nl:
SR._RANGE
00 )) 1fiT-1.NR
CS-W80+WXO-SQUASHIWXX·sa..WX·SI ..WSXI
-WYO-SQUASHIWXY·SR..WJ¥·SI+WBYl
_wzo·SQUASH lWIZ • SR+WJZ·SI_WBZ 1
.WUO·SQUASHlwm·Sa"WJO·SI_WBOl
-WVO-SQU7.SHlwrv·SR_WJV·S:I..WBVl
..WWO·SQUASHlwrw·sa"WJW-S:I ..WBWI
YP-eS·SZ-SR*SX·SIN{ALPHAI_S:I-SY·S:rN (SETAl_YO
XP_SR.·SX-COS (ALPHAI ..SI·SY·COS (SETAl ..XO
IF(Mrr.Etl.l.J CALL Pt.O'T{XP.Yl'.)I
CALL PLOT{XP. n.21
SR...SR-OR
CONTINUE
SI_5I_OI
CONT:INt1E
CALL PLOT(O.O.O.o.n!!)
CLOSE(51
STO'
END
FUNCTION SQUASH(X)
IF{X.GT.+3J.OI SQUASH=l..O
I:F(X.LT.-33.0J SQUASH..O.O
IF(ABS(XI .LE. +33.0)
.. SQUASM=l.OI {l.O+EXP (-X) )
RETURN
END
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-0.5
o. o. O.
..0.5 ..0.5 "0.5
..100. ..1.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 "1.0
..50. ..50. 0.0
-1.0 ..l.0 0.0
-25 ...25. 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
-30.0 -30.0
2.5 O.~ 0.1
1.0 1.0 1.0
50 50
4. J.
WllO
WBX WHY WBZ
WXO WYO WZO
wn wrt w:r:z
K1X WJY i'UZ
WBO wav WSW
WOO WVO ...,
WID ><IV wn<
WJ[J WJV WJW
ALPHA BETA
RANGE OR OI:
SX SY SZ
NR NI
XO YO
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Fuzzy logic control code and dab. for
Figure 3.7 -Linear fuzzy logic map
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DATA
DIMENSION X(SI. Y{51 .5(5.51
OPENIS. file"'log.d.' .seaeus:·old')
READ(S,*, (XIII.I_LSI
R£AD(S,*' ('i(II.r-1.5)
READIS,'" (5(1..1) .J_l.S}
READ(S,*' (S(2,J}.J_l.S)
REAO(S. *J (S(3,J).J_l,S)
READCS. -j (S(4.JI,J-l.Sj
REAC{S. -, ($(5 •.11 •.1_1.5)
REACtS."' ALPHA. SETA.
READIS."') SX.SY.SZ
READ(S,-' m.yo
READ(S. w, NOP
PI_3.14159
ALPKA-ALPRAl180.0"P1
BETA-SETA/UO.O·PI
CALL PLOTS(5J.O.-ll
00 22 !'nT-I,NOP
SR_X(NIT)
00 11 MITzI.HOP
SI_Y(MIT)
CS-S(NIT.Ifi'T)
YPaCS·SZ-SR*SX·S!N(ALPHAl "'SI"sy"srn{SETAI.YO
xp_sa"sx"cos (ALPRA.l ..sr"sy"cOS(SETA1"'XC
IFCHIT.EQ.ll CALL PLOT(XP.YP,J)
CALL PLOT(XP,YP.2}
11 CONTINUE
22 CONTINUE
00 44 NIT..l.NOP
st_Y(NIT)
DO JJ MIT=l.NOP
SR_X(MrTI
cs-s (MIT. NITI
YP-CS·S'Z-$R."SX·S!N(ALPHAj.sr"SY"SINI8ETA1·ro
XP-SR"SX"COS(ALPHA1 ..SI"SY"COS(BETAI"XO
rFCKIT.EQ.ll CALL PLO't'(XP.YF.31
CALL PLOTcn.n.ll
JJ CONTINUE
44 eotn'INUE
CALL PLOT(O.O.O.O.999J
CLOSE(SI
STOP
Em>
III
-5. -2.5 0 ..2.5 .5 .
-5. -2.5 0 ..2.5 .5.
-S. -,. -S. -5. -..
-5. -.. -J. -,. -1.
-,. -1. 0 .L ., .
• L .,. .J. ... .5 .
... • 5. .S . .,.
-30.0 -30.0 ALPHA S"'.
0.' 0.' 0.' SX >IT
'".. .. m YO
5 OOP
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Fuzzy logic conlrol code and data for
Figure 3.9 - Nonlinear fuzzy logic map
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)0 !HAG!:: OF A NONLINEAR FtJ'ZZY LOGI:C CONTROL.L.£R
OATA
O!K£NSION XU), "(19).519.9)
OP£N(S. file='log.d' ,.eaeu.s_'old'i
READIS,-' {X{I:}. 1_1.91
READ(S,-' ('t(II.I_l.9'
READIS.'") (SU,J,.J_l.9)
READ IS. '") (S(2 ••1I .J_1.9)
READ (5. '"I (SI),J) .J_l.9)
READ (5. °1 (SI40.JI.J_1.91
READ(S. -I (S(5.JI,J_1.91
READI5, °1 (S(6,JI,J__1.91
REAI)(5.-, (SC1,JI,J__1.9)
READIS,-) IS(8.J).J__ 1.9J
READI5. 0 ) (S(9.JI.J__1,9J
READ{S.ol ALPHA. BETA
READfS.oJ SX.SY.SZ
READ{S.-) XO.YO
READ(S,-l NOt'
PI_J.l'lS9
ALPHA=A!,PKA/180.0'"PI
BETA..BETAl180. 0'" PI
CALL t'LOTS(SJ.0.-1l
00 22 NIT-l.NOP
SR_XfNIT,
00 11 KtTz1.NOP
S1_YIMIT}
CS-SINIT.MITJ
YP-CS-SZ-SRoSX-S:rNIALPHA) ..SI'"SY"SINIBETAI"YO
XP_SR·SX·COS{ALPHA}+SI·SY"COS {BETAI "XO
IFIIfiT.EQ.11 CALL PLOTIXP.TP.JI
CALL Pt.oTfXP.TP,21
11 COm'DroE
22 COtn'rND'E
00 404 NtTz1.NOP
S1-YINtTI
00 JJ lfiT=l.t."OP
SR"'XIIfiT'
CS-SIK!T.NITI
Yl'-eS·SZ-SR"SX"SINIALI'HAI+SI·SY"'SDlfBETAI"YO
XP-SR· $X·COS (ALPHAI.Sl: "SY"COS (BETA}.XO
IFIIfiT.EQ.l) CALL PLOTIXP.TP.J}
CALL PLOT (XP. YP. 21
JJ CONTINUE
44 CONTINUE
CALL PLOT(0.0.0.O,9991
CLOSE(5l
STO'
END
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-5. -3. -1_ -0.50.0 +-0.5 ...1. ...3 ....5
-5. -3. -1. -0.5 0.0 .0.5 ..1. .3 .•5
-8. -8. -8. -7. -6. -5. -4. -4. -4.
-8. -8. -8. -7. -6. -5. -4. -4. -4.
-8. -8. -8. -7. -6. -5. -4. -4. -4.
-5. -5. -5. -4. -3. -2. -1. -1. -1.
-2. -2. -2. -1. O. ...1. 2 2 ....2 .
.. 1 1 1 .•2 .•3. .4 5 5 .•5 .
..4 4 4 5. -6. _7. ·S.•8 ...8 .
..4 4 .•4 5. +6. ..7. "8.•8 .•S .
..4 4 .•4 5 .•6.•7 ••8 .•8 ...8.
-30.0 -30.0
0.5 0.5 0.1
4. 4.
,
'"
ALPHA BE'rA
SX SY SZ
XC YO
.'lP
Appendix B
Detailed Fabrication Drawings
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Structure and Shell
Drawing A Center Cylinder
Drawing B Top Frame
Drawing C Bottom Frame
~
Drawing D
DrawingE
DrawingF
DrawingG
Drawing H
BaUastTank:
Pneumatic Pisron Support
Pneumatic Piston Support CompooeQt III
Pneumatic Pinon Support Component tf2
Support for BaUast Tank:
Imennediate Length Tubes
Drawing I Intermediate Length Tubes
Drawing I Covers and Suppans for Intennediate Length Tubes
Drawing K Styrofoam Rest for Divers Bottles
Shonest Length Tubes
Drawing L Shortest Length Tubes
Drawing M CoVet"5 for Shortest Length Tubes
Drawing N Styrofoam
Controller Box
Drawing 0 Controller Box
Drawing P Beveled Edged Cover (with hole)
Drawing T Cover (without bole)
~
Drawing Q
DrawingR
DrawingU
Battery Box
Beveled Edged Cover (without bole)
Cover (with hole)
~
Drawing S Pneumatic Box
Drawing U Cover (with hole)
Drawing T Cover (without hole)
Additional
Drawing V Suppan for Screw Handle
1)7
Drawing A Center Cylilkler
'38
Drawing B Top Frame
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DrawingC BottomFrame
140
OfawingD BaUasr:T.m..k
'4'
Drawing E Pneumatic Piston Support
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Drawing F Pneumatic Piston Support Component'l
143
Drawing G Pneumatic Pistoa Support CompoDcnt f2
'44
Drawing H Support for Ballast Tank
-
Ll±==:::::::::±I
,.,
Drawing [ fntcrmediace Length Tubes
,..
Drawing J Covers and Supports Cor Intermediate LeDJEh Tubes
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Drawing K Styrofoam Rest for Diven Boales
I
'41
I I
Drawing L Shortest Ueop Tubes
'49
Drawing M Covers for Shortest Length Tubes
1>0
Drawing N Styrofoun
I
lSI
Drawiog 0 Conuoller Box
I
•§
;k
~~ i;
1$2
Drawing P Beveled Edged Cover (with bole)
'"
Drawing Q Battery Box
f
~
~
~Y
<;iii: ~~~
+
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Drawing R Beveled. Edpd Cow:r (wilbout bole)
,,,
Drawing S Pneumatic BOl(
IS.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Drawing T Cover (without bole)
"7
Drawing U Cover (with hole)
IS.
Drawing V Support for Screw Handle
15.
AppendixC
Electrical and Pneumatic Schematics
160
Electrical Schematic
161
,.2
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Rugged Giant"
. ~:~)~~".
Z·watrs RuggedGiant'" is a C.programmabIerrWJia.ture
controlfer with extensive input and output interfaces. A
modemso/utiol1 forcont1oli1gsltypesofequipment. the
Rugged Giantdiffers from otheflogic controllers because
everything you rIfHJd for most projects is already bui" i1.
• Six 1o-bituniv9rsaJ"ttputs
• One 1fJ.bit8lJ8Jogoutput
• One high-gain. cifffK8fJtiaJ analog input
• SevendigitaJinputs
• TwoCCUllterinputs
• T6iI high-cumNlt digital outputs
• Two r81ay-contact outputs
• PLt;Bus- expansion port
• Rugged enclosure wit/l2x20 LCD and 2><6 keypad
standard equipmBnt
• One RS232 serialport
• One RS422/RS4iJ5IRS232 port
• Extensive software support
In addition, the Rugged Gianfs Kl channels have been
designed to connect directly to many Iow-cost sensors
without expensive Intermediate signal conditioning.
·UnlHrUllnpuu•••
U"iwr,al inpWlsQ«tpllUWlog sig/lll/.r aNi rrporf rillw:rlM <malo,
"",114rr Irw/oradiglldl ~IMor "0. M Soft-rr i"',rprru IMaMJo,
Itwlbycont{XJrill,i"itMrloa!ixdfhr."hoUJorIOIWl.lProlrQlPl·
ul«rPblt IhnsltoUh. 14'IIf''' 1M_lor 1'''f'1 is "Iowa /owlhnsh-
old. IMsoftwo.rr rrpom lo,icO. W,v" 1M I,wl isabt:Jw ahirh
th"Uto/d. /N: so{rwtJrr rrpons Io,ic I. Ot/w:rwist, tN logic vallM!
f'tJ'II(JiN:~ed. ThUjJuu",jQlI"OJhwll~ MhYSftrrsiJ.·
's '.p E C.....I-f~· ·C-A-T""!""j"'!o~."'·ll
BoardSiu: .5.5)(6.9)( 1-' inches (140 x 17.5 )(38 mm).
&lclosu~Sjlt: 5.$)( 7x 1.6inchcs(l40x 1711x41 mm).
Ttmptrotu~:O"CtoWC.withlLD.-«rCI07lrC,witboul:la).
P~r:Accepcsunrelu!&ledDCvollaleinlherangeoflll-J5V
and consumes approx.imalcly 220 mAo EJ.temal PLCBus options
or ell.tema.I use oflhc + IOV reference will, of course. inause
CUITerlI ~uirements. A versionoflhc RugedGilnl that taka
12-voll inPUI is available.
URI""" I.....
Sit 1~lunivasal·inpul£. Each can beusedasaD-IOvolc
analog input, or as a di.iw inpul with llnsboJds M1jusuble
belween 0 and 10 volts. One 01 the inputscan-=ttpto-20mA
CUITerllloopwilhout .... u;temaI Jo.d resistlX Tbecin:uiby is
proteaed apitlSl overioecb.
All univctW inpwhave imema.I puU-upandpuU~ rail-
tonlhatcanbeconncctcdlOlheinputwitbjumpen. The pull-
ups are connected to the board's precision IOV refert:oee.. The
foUowinldiapvnlhows a typical tbcnnistortemperaturesm-
SOl" using a universal input: channel.
¢ ""-:Uk~~............
--
Theeuctvollageollhcreference(lISUIUyllbout IOJV)isSlOftd
in EEPROM It the f.a:ory. OtherpaRlflCletS reWing 10 measlft-
menl are also stored in EEPROM.
Digital Inputs
Seven dilila/ inputs 8CCepI voltages in the range-4ll to+48 voIlS,
with the logic tJueshold It 2.5 vollS. Buill-in puU.up resistors
allow direcl connection 10 contacts or 10 transistor OUtpulS on
ell.temaldevices.
Counlerlnputs
TIle Rugged Giant has two counter inpulS. Counter I shares its
inputs with two dilital input lines. Couoler2sham:ooediliw
input Iineailltuses an RS4M receiver toprovide a lruedifferen-
tiaisignaJ for the other input BodlcanCOllnlltspeedsol200
kHz and more.
PreclsJon Aualog I.put
ThisdifferentiaiinpulranlufromOlO I volt with lo-bit.xu-
racy. TIle common-mode voltage can ranle from 0 10 10 volts.
It is suitable for resistance Iempennue devices (Kl'DSJ or other
devices~uirinII'liJhinputsensitivily.JlSlainClllbeadjUSl'
l·.1rilI~/99jCol.'O'
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edbydlanPcOll-bo-traisturlMdoptnlliou1....,u&n..
~e.-.ot..~..irsposilivcillpltilltbe
o-IDvokrw\F.abo"I~IIClC:UrKY.
---
Two~Ia)'l.withdlnlellmlliMlsroreadl.tdit:~yopea.
nonnally<:Io5rd,_~ 'lbemaysan:apMlkal......
dlinglampctt:lal4lvoltl.
....-,...._...
Ten.diliWOUlpUllines,adI<:1p1bkolODlllnllIia.iJIdul:live
'-b(upIOSOOmA....voIIs)-=h_~sappiaamobS,illldsolmoids..TheIOtllk.tonalloutpatsK__timeis
SIlbjc:aIOpec:bp..disIipItioaliftlits.
--TheprilDary-toc~e.bcCOl'fipnd_G-lav{_20mAl vokqcOUlpUl.or_G-:IOlIlAaMallIoopOUlpUlL 11_
IObitresolution.AIlllXIIld.....OUIplt(G-lav.IObia)b • ....a-
able iflbe univenal inputs an:c:clInfipm:! _ fued-dIraboid
digitalinpuu:.
--
OIleI~volr.mermce,suwtYiIIIUPlDIOOIlll\..Thisi:r;sui1abIe
forpowainaexlCmllbridlaorotba"ckvica.
--
The Ruued 0iUlC _. 2x2O liquid Q)'$llII display CUD)..
12-bunoakeypad.aDd • ...ayadibiebeeper..........._1ow
¥OIurneeontrol.Abacktil¥enioaoldleLmisavailatlkbyllpO-
dalordet.
The Rugcd Giant·s openmrimaface is drivea by z.9GtcI·s
FNaCEYsysaern(.DynamicClilnry).'lbeoperuor_yleall
muJlipk: menus and subrnl:nulI-Sdlanae system panmaalI
wilhonly6vekqs..pb;~addiIionaItey•• helpkcy. Yea
can.euily<:tl:SlOlnia:tbeb)'l*llol:p:lld.witbCOllllnOlldesbDp
fOftwan:. Tbeuomcrtl:yt_nailablet"oryowappticalioL
..-Anu;plftJioabeadef.....c--.lDz.wa..td·.ft.CIIw
loOexpansaboMlJ.kUIDproridt:J.""1nJIO~
)'OUI"o_~~bo-dL
--Thellsmponprovic5esfuU·dlIpla.c:ommuniatiofI.wUhhand-
shake lines andbaudr-.1lO3l.4OObilSpersec:ond..1becoe-
neclOfiJUlAJ11"phoDejec:t.~
TheastnfltWSponPfO\'icbfd.or"'-dlIpia~
nous~.upllOl&.«'IObilSperJeCllB1haUows
~_~aplO""~
V.. -raboaJllft&wedliJ;pon. u:m..
---tbt:RocFdota.e~·z..~wi*·6.1"WHzcb:k(9..2llS WHI.--o.prop-.t*....__
ports. EI'ItOM, lidli_bMMry. sa.w. EI!PttCIfo(,~dodt
trim tiftlCfdaea~ WIIICbdos ....... ad powwfaiJln
deMcDon. See l-ae ) formon:deIaiJ.
-_...._-
~ol__ oL..fbItFi~IibnrieI,........
tIIllllOordet_IDlCor"l2X.~"'btaft.-..
~~~""&c-"'~dD_
~-....)
A1I--. .-....c.............
(aoIV orl:lV"-"O'
.............-..::........... -
.s-dIId......<-.~..,......).......
wia__-.Zx1OLCD......"...
........~NU _
--......,......~--).
-
, CofUot.. •
Ata-,..1O a... ..... 12VDC.UI._ III*~ In
r.a- c-..dodc....tot.2II1MIIL1_............. •
......-....... ,,-
...
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:aZNSDRS
OEM Pressure Transducer
Gage, Sealed Gage and
Absolute 1 to 6 Vdc Output
Span StaInless Steel
DIaphragm
E!!!!!!!!
• SOlid State Reliability
• Iso-Pressure Structure
• Fully Calibrated
• Temperature Compensated
• ± 0.5" Accuracy
• Interchang.able
• Rugged Constructron
• Intomal Voltago Regulation
• Reverse Vottage Protection
• CO$I Erlfft;tlvtl
Typical Applleationa
• Hydraulic Controls
• RObotics
• Water Management
• Air Conditioning
• Refrigeration
• Process Control
• Machlno Tools
• Environmental Control
• Agricultural sprayers
• Compressors
Stand.rd R..pet
010 5 psig
:i to 15 pslg
oto 15 psig Oto 15psla Oto 15psia
o to 30 pelg 0 to 30 pals 0 to 30 psi.
o to 50 psig Oto SOpsia Oto 50psia
a to 100 pslg Oto 100PlIill Oto loopsl.
o to 300 pslg Oto 300psis Oto 300psi8
Oto 500psls Oto soapsls
Ot01000psla Otol000psla
Oto3000psls Oto3000p.la
OtoSOOOpsis OtoSOOOpsia
Mode/ff4
Caacriptlon
The Model 114 Is a rMdla competib" IlO-PreIIu,," aignsl
conclltioned P""UUrI traNducw that It~ rot. wide
,... .......1""_llIl11n111ng appllCiIttor&
Tha lto-Preaaure l6tlaor IaIlImbty IZtlliuls an 011 column to
c:oupl.a c1ltfU1.a. pteZOrelllstf.... ltrllOrUl.convolllbtd.
flu.h 318 ......... 1tMl *phragJrl ttlatcan ~
IIIo(thl7lOwthaBtl mecl1a.NoQ-ringiaOllpoooclIClIMIMIlIa.
The..,...-mbtf and -..odated lolld 11lItt; MctronICl
l,.enclONCl I" a QYlI"dl1oGl ooorl'lg wtIh a 1/4-HINPT
IWnleu lteet P*lu~ flttlng.
"'-'II oallbtotlon otld ~"'P'lllIturacoll'llMtlsatlon la PIVf'k:lad
0'f'W o-wc, aq witll uni1-to-unh 1~1I'IQeIbl11y. A
trlrM-Wlrtconnec:tor.Inc!l.idedwithcolof-eod-el.1.
;augewlre.
One lJIrfO(manot qrM:Ie I, a'lailible In Clalll' p_I,.
ranlJM from 0-6~ to 1).300 pel WId In botll ...fed gage
and absolute prNaIN ffol'I'l 0-15 pili to 0«Xl0 pal. In
Idataon to me 1-eYOC autPlIl apan, otl'Iel' apan rMVIl and
PI'l!IUUN conneccJclN .. a""'\I.ble on apad&J NquMl
iaoIl b'sMd.._ .. Indt'l/ctu4l1y _rioUucl.
~~ectlon./Dlmenslol\l
Mode/114
~.rfDrmanc:. SpectftclUonl
Sl4lIlIY Valtaot • Uy~" AmtJl.oIt TII"IllntIn ~S·C (l.W_ oNI'WM lPCilied)
....."'" ." '"
... ...
--
, .... ... .... ,.._..
.... ,
"'--
....
,. ,
SlItIc • =-, 1.0 ..
T bneo.trtdlnt-Z.. 1.0
, 12 .. .,
.... U ..
... .. IN
'" --
,.. mn
""
.. "",
" - --
""'- • '"~~5OV') .. on
--
",.
T .moete""C .~
-40":' III +12:5"'C~
"'S18S~bII
'llI...m_'
1.T_~.·rwllI"l":.. __..2.-e.
2. WMaItM."I<UIIII""IIIIO""I'(AlIr'lllOl'l'II~~n. ..
..... 11'.1.1.
~ _""_' ,\lI__ ",,-_-"~1I
........
... 'MI'I.IIl•• IIIe .....
5.JXor15ClClplll_-'t.c._ .....
.. ",...._ 'l,IH_1wa"""• ....,...lfavar....
,. ,,,·,,OC,, ,Cl'f,..,.f'<iIt'O"01·-. .."~I II""
........ II1'M1lnrwv-oIiOClpej ........ W'HSlC, ,II.-'INPT
(wilIIO,I·dieIIl.PG'IPIMlII.lIIldInIbllll~o. ..._rItllI·"
oI.aoJllliorgN&el.
Ordertng Information
11"3000 -15TT L::.:........ ,......",G.....,
~NSDRS
)11
Rop,ooon1od By
........-~
Depth (m) Vobgil (V)
o 1.753
1 1.803
sIope_O.072VIm
Cunwnt 5.3CImA
Voftage 23.1V
Power O.l22W
VoIlIIge M versus Depth (m)
0.2 0.4 0.6
llopOtl(m)
0.8
fCSmson Accelerometer- Model 3145
Specification Sheets and Calibration Data
'"
:aENSDRS Accelerometer Model 3145
Signal CondlUoned
Temperature Compensated
0.5 to 4.5 Vdc Output
Low Cosl
Features
• Full Callbratlon Data Supplied
• DC Response
• Internal Voltage Regulation
• High Sensitivity
• Built-In overrang. Stops
• Built-In CrItical Damping
• Plezor8slatlve
TypIC" AppllCiltlOnl
• Structural Analysis
• Model Analysis
• Flight Dynamic. Measuremente
• Transportation Shock Monitoring
II Machine Tool Manllorlng
• Industrial Vibration Monitoring
• Crash Testing
• Geophysical Monitoring
• Motion Control
Standard ",ling..
• 2.; 5;
± lag
t 20;
• so.t 100;
.200.
Connectlons/Dlmen.lona
OuerlpUon
The Mod'i 3145 I•• PrflClslon accelerometer InWldad for
lnttrum.ntatlOtl tppllutlon. wheNt the hIgh pIIfformartQe
level of the Model 3140 II not rtquj~.Thie fUIJy Ilgl"AI cenci,,"
tlontd accelerometer provldeslhe performll'lCl of ttaditlonll
(nstnmlnt.t1on 1CC8I11romet81'1 yet at a fraction Of the cOIl
The modul, COnilltl 01 a Illleon mletomectlln8ld ICOelero-
meter. ampllflc.t1on. ,lgn'l condltlonlng, and tempera1uN
compenAtlon trem·2O to '!'8!·C. A lingle IUPPIy I' ,.qund
lI11dfull ac;:aleoutputll;t2vOltllbOutaz.aVOltof'rlet.
Th. MOdel 3146 II dHlgl14ld with built-In damping. thereby
allowing. wiele UlNbleblndwldln.ln agglllOn,trle~
m.tar ~l~nt II protected from shock by o"ttHTllngellOpilln
til. Ilhoo" mloroetruotl,lrll. n. Ilghtwelllttl Vllotl" tlouc.lnll
provldu Hay attacllmlnt 10 th. meuurtment .udlet.
1\ detailed oalibtotlo" shoct t"'t provide. ''', me....."" INt
Indcallbrliion d.talot1h.senlOfl.lncludecl withHCh unit."
sample of ttll, ctJlbfatlon 'hillt II Ihown In Frau",'.
Th••ccelllromllllfl.a....lll.bllllnSlend.tli..."ge1from~to
±1000. CUllom T1IngelUlttlIlIMII.... llllhlllt. n.wrNIIlW'fntmll"I'.lIl
cha,.cte,itties and output~I can be tallortd 10 mMt the
flQulremllntl ofspeei1lcappllcltlonl.
-. -_._.
FIg... " CalbflltDn Data ....
It. oallbfatlOl'l 0"1 ,1IeoIt ,lmllar to l!'to lXItl'lplo ltI'IOwn oboYo Is
Included with NCh unit. The calibrlltlon atIMt ptOVldet the
me..ured '_t.nd CIIlbratlon dllt Jot the UMOl'.
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Model 3145
Performance Speciflc:ations
Supply 'Voltlgt:: 12 Vdc and Ambient Temperature '" 25'C (Unteu ottlerwIM If)tClflacll
'''UJ~1'n1l ... ... ... ... ....
.'"
-
~--....q~_fTYl'!la..,.,.••• ,~ .",~ .-.. '>10C11llll .-..
I.IOImIldAttollltKf_qo(TYPl(Stt"lo;o,81 _""loll "" .. ,"'.. ,"'.. .....
StnIid.... lNalrInIlI
". "'... :DI"'V/t
l001'lV1f ~Ift~.
"''''"''~U1'.1TIII •• "'
... UIIlI
"""Ful,Scall~SCIM U .... ..• U
ZnAoo:tIntionOwUut l.~ .... ..~
'.'
-
•.. ..• ,. ..
OJ .. .
........... ..
eo.tIicirt· !·20III +MOC) I.' u ..
~c.mciIlIf·Zno2O"".·C U .. ..
12.0 n.
""-, s. ..
-, U ...
........
., 0
.....-
'.5
""OuIriu'LtIId~ .,
AcI:eInlllllUft1r, lOX
-
-
, .~ ... .,
""
-~ ·C
"'" "
....
1.ln.Ollt$l:JI'iOllag.ltlCr..... I/OI'II\n.;tIroAeOl.....nonoutpUl:TOrpgsIClftMcc;.hI,..u"".IIJ\IaI,;I .._r...'''It<iA\l..~don.
Th.lINitillityillh.,,2VlRIllog•. ForbMlpl.,tlleq ratlV- h... ..,.itlYityof2YlSlIor"COnlJ!ll·
2. r .... C.1 daIl'Ipl/lO rallo "'lIr-.nb critical camoi"". Ttl, dlml:!ln. f1ti1l JI conuoll«l to wilflln :1ll'l' O'IIrttll It\tlre Of*IIlinll tempe~
turertnlll.AlllrnaNd.lll'Ipir'lll'lllotl,.lorallabl'OI'II.peclltorderbNla.
3. tndUdel ~\lbility, IIyste",I,lnCllln","y (_flt.m1ght Inf).
... eomponutMlIornptl,om....lItlge:-1ICl to '06"01" ...,......,0-1025·0.
!.lOHJ.UlIIr.~
I. Pin Z l:I~;d.. In optlm.l UV rallrenoewhlcll may tlIlIttCl, It dllll9d, 10 OroviOll aIIble 111'0-9 refertl\Cl. T1'Iue, tN filiI M:IIledlffer.
~;:.;'~~~~~~~~~~I~~~e~~:::.~~:;c::,~:~~"::t0~~r:lf:I;(:~~~~OC),maklno ccnneeacn
"";uln.,. o:onnRMd to PIn 2"";1~ ....t att.etl"" ou~ut I, 100 kn
7. Til. call n'llttrlal it 1 cartolHilild Ulltm- plutlc thIt lomll I nolllltllllcl. 1'1" 8 allowl tile CUllhleld Il'ld ellbl'IhI.1d to bI ee-
necle<l to graund to redlloe nol.....-oapjibillty,
I. TlII UM'1l11raqu1lllCY rlngl II dll11nl<l ..VII tlllgl of' trlQUII'llliw l,MIr whh;h lIMolJonl",* M1'111U'I'It)' II wll/ll" La'JIo 01 1M DO value,
g. Actlllllllt dm for 1fIi' parat'l'lltll' l.lncludIC on tN call1lr'llon IllMt 1ncI'oICIe4 with e.eh MNOr. A lample oIlhllcllibratlon 1'-1
ill~owninFlOUf'l1.
'O.Touflfan~l1IItlaetriCIIleonn.clOr,refertothefollowin"colo'cod'torproper...ctric.lc,ontllCllonl;P1nl-orwn;Pln2-WIlltr,
Pin~~; Pin 4-81",,; PIn HlIlck. FOt cablt ,XIllnllon,IonOllttllan 10 ft., p..... centle! lKtory.
Orderlng Information
3145·002TLACClllrtllOn R'nge
""".1
~NSDRS
Aepr••nted By
'"
C<.mnt 8Jl2mA
Volage 23.1V
Poww O.16OW
3.5V lop~
2.SV c:erMr~
'.SV banompoeition
"6
Subconn Connectors Schematics and Data
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W., hI.
Double acting cylinder
Type DSW-32-5G-P-A
I~:·~:·12~.1l ~~~~+::~:: strok~=.:=~+
~.~~~~i~~~~~~~~~1 ecIl1utmcUeclOt\M'llubne8lecllo "Mu "1TUSS,bl.hmllllfllllN' .. .....Iehul
Ma"n... :~~~::C:S72Qes~~.:=~o~~::'~:~
S.. o_l..t
"i.llln Slandll,Cl
~ .1tOk.ltnglh.
'",.,
..
Non-return valve
TypeH-MS
$lrokaltngth
~-­
1010500
R"wn'~81l1b.r COtwltc:tlon~
......
N I" kill N 1- k I
-
""
"51
""
, G ,
"no In>
""
,a, G ,.
"'coo 11051
'" ""
G'I.
"'lOll
'"'' "'0 "" G , "
~
Or6erc:Cld.
P,flNIl/TYllOI
t.lIO'UlTl
01$ n
MOUnlll'l
C.....,,~
~1lIl·.
S'encI¥dn?ftUf'lllllQ....."
I'm_I, •I_"....
,,,,,..Ills
'N ,
3611·~1116ll91" ... 1'165'1"'"
H.... 5 I ;;:;~"l I H-'/...8 H·J/I_8 H.'IJ·e 1+-'10-8
ComCl!'...ecI air. lilllfecl HubnestlCl OIl1ft/l1bnesllCll
Non-relurn .........
Unelillln (sc:r_·in,rvNol
MS G I. G 10 G ,. G I' G 10
2.2l'1W1 tmm 6mm 'mm 131'1'II'I'I llSmm
11SlIrtwl 2IOVrnon lQ2QVrtwl 2300Vrtwl saooVINI 66SOV/OWO
O.I'O'b.. O.l'012tw
_1010.60°C
: brIu: se.",·~
OQ2Sk O.Cl7Ok O.lI75k
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.'IOSO"C
""'0 50 "C
Ho\.I$OnQ:~,seaJ,:perounan
O.W5~g
2.",_::....
1.8W
'''"'
JMVH.SI2.M'·l·LEO I~~SI2.2.3.L.LEO
COmorlUlO 11I', '''"' '"","10. unluOl'lC:lllO
SQOOI ...... 1I'lOIl"1Cl!y1CllWlO
ThtougIW'lOln'" nou..
""1",••0 OObOI'lalWllnSuo-ou.
,,~
'90 limon.
211l8b1r
10m,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
~~
III tlOl.l\IOIIIY-.s
2 1"I~_H'lgo<ou'ou,h'"
13J11ll)-e_ft
U .poIat_..
IPl -IUQI)IyPOl'l
•.2 \A.81.-.."'llO<ou'llU'_
$.3 (IIl,SI."""""a. .. _poIat_
I.8W
"""'
I O'OetCOO'
Plrl.No.lTyp.
MIQ;um
0...."
Mounting
• Conn.euon
• No""n.tbo~
SI¥'4arOnomonaJllowrallll_Z)
Pteuur• ......,.
R"j)()I'\~lIl'111U.l)ar
Double solenoid valve
Type JMYH-512-M5-L-LED
Solenoid valve
Type MYH·3·MS·L-LED
Amolen"emOetll\1r.
lollQ'\lmlemO'''lU~...._.
Wetlj!nt
OP"lungVOlllg.
POwetconsumplIon
Ouryc:yd.
o.gr.. otor01ICtlO1'l
O.OetCOOI
P.It.No.ITyO'
lollQ,um
"-"
...........
COnfllCllon
Nor!lll'laJbot.
Slat>O&rttnomonalllowr.'II_2.1_.1
~rang.
RnOOl'l$lI.m.81Ilb.-
NnOI.mlemOetlrur.
MlQlum,emOltlru"
._-
-..
OOlf'MIn9w1U1g.
P~c:on,umOllon
°UlVc:ycl1
Oegreoeolorcneeuon
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Aow conuol valve. adjustable
TypeGRQ.M5
~'''/ ",/ ,,'/<.. " ....-:,.//, ~
O'de,cQd.
! '.\'~lum
Ct5,n
M<>unton
Ile,""....1 SO~e
FlQ\v ~~l~ _
F'feuu'eran e'
r....per.'u'''.an.
MIl~""IS
Regulator
Type LR-IIB-F-7
O,o.,coa.
".."no., p.
Mtd'urn
Des n
Mo"n"n
Inst..u.,>on S,,"On
Conntcl'on
Sl....:lar<lnom'nalftowral.·
M:,_.uQsueam 8SSU'.
Ma_.wo",," '_$.U"
T.mo-talU'.'......
Ma'."a'S
I W",g"l
...,. GRO·M 5 6500 GRO- I.
Com_e<taor.lilfereoUucrtQleoo''''''ullftClIleol
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Quick push-pull connector
Type CS·M5-PK-4
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Quick push-pull elbow
Type LCS-M5-PK-4
--PinHo T
Wtlnmell'eon~orlnd
5781 'C,s·/ol.s.-PK_3
5788 CS-M'.PK..
110 100 CS·',..Pt<:-3·8
L!.2....!.£.!.. CS·'''PK''.8.
~ ~~:::::18
~ CS-"..pI(~
~CS-'I..pI(-8
~, CS·It.PK~
12953 Cs·Jt.PK-8
~dl.n
5189 CS·" ..PK·3·KU
5790 CS··'..PK....KU
'792 CS·',.-PK-4-I(U
1!&99 CS·".-PK-8-KU
11100 CS·IIH"I<-8-KU
Ofa•• <;CXle ...... gorv-I~"~ ~l~lc. lowPinHo T H IL
,'Ill"rntKlleonn.dOf'_
~ , "' - .'" 1> "" 21.1126.· '"13688 .. ~. _. - "' - 0.01 1> " 21.112ll.. '",0,05 , Gil. , - ..,. , '" .. "', ",o,oe '/H'!(.. ~. G'I. .
-
0.'" , .. .. ...,
",,2621 'I..PK~ 815.2 G'l. ,., MO. I.
"
".. m
"10101 '1....1<.. G'/. 1°"""°1>11' 0,0'2 .., ..
"
...,
"
'O'OlI ',..PK-8 .", G'I. 0.01 • .,
"
,.., ..
"
" .... "o-PK-8 . G'I. ."'" .. '"
31.21~
"10,09 LCS-I.-PK-8 ."., G', 0.011 &.51_
"
,.., ..
"
"'"
LCS-)/H'K-8 . G)'. ."" .. - " "
..
";J!Ulle
.." lCS-'Ia-PK-3·KU
, G' • ..,. .., '.2"2.5111" ..,
"';1133 ILCS·".-PK-4-KU I~' G". 0.'" .. ' •.21'" 11.5 ..,
"
""
lCS-'I..PK......KU G".
--
0."'" .., ,.2\'" ".7 28.3111 I
"'"
lCS·'r..PI(-8-KU 815.2 G'I.
" I=~a"'~;':~ 0.'" .., ..
,,, 202\218117
.." IlCS·
I
'..PK-8.KU 815.2 G "~I . 0.0'0 '0.5 .. ,,, 203'2781,9
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Barbed tubing connectors
Type T·PK-4
Type Y.PK-4
~'<:I" (<:1<:1. O"'gn Fa' lUlling -~ M.t_ w..,m 0, H, .. ...~I" NcI.
'''. 1.0. ...~ "<> ."-1!iS3S L·Pk·2 L_ ,
"
...... o.oell
""
-
·
"', L·Pk-3 ,
'-' ....... 0.001 ..
'"'
-
....... ~""~ ,.. 0.'" ,.. ,...
-
10.5"".. T-Pk-2 ,~- , ,.. 0.001
·
....
'U
·
12111 T.Pk-3 , ,.. O.ooZ ... .... 17.2 •..
""
T.Pk"- . ,.. 0."" ,..
"
.... 10.5
"""
Y·Pk·Z Y-conrlk!or , ... 0.001
· "
-
.
".. V-Pk-3 , '-' 0.001 .. ...
-
..
-
v...~
'-' 0.... ,. HI.•
-
11.7..... Y·Pl(·Z Y-eoro...aor ,
" '00'
· "
-
·""
Y·Pk.J ,
'-' .." ... ....
- ..
".. Y·Pk.. ,.. 0."" ,.
"
-
10.5
_0.9510 .7 bar (P'U·9. pu·l3 max. 10 tlarl
-3$lo .. w·e
OulllO'C!Ia.
Plastic tubing
Type PU-4
,",-nul. rang.·
re<nO...lu... ,an9'
10"'.reoo.
Pari NO.
"".
"'"
""
""
""
""tS1S9
.,,,
.".11255
IZ1301
IZl33
.
"
".
".
IMln.baoall\ll'adlU.mm
"
............. "
-- "
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Sample Calculalioas
4.1 Banery Lite
Currents:
Accelerometer
""""""T""""'=
Controller
Pneumatic Valves
TotalCuaent
Voltage Supplied
S.OmA
25mA
220mA
3@7SmA-22SmA
452.SmA
22.8 V OC - 3 batteries in series (raken as 24 V DC)
Power =Voltage x. Toca1 Current
=24 VOC x 0.4525 A
= lO.86W
Time '" Current Power Available! Total Current Required
= 1800mAhl452.S rnA
:= 3.977 h
=4 hours
These calculations assume the worst case scenario where
• all components are operating all the time
• not considering the voltage drop as the baaeries are discharging
Thus. the battery set-up should last for four hours before recharging is required.
5.1 .......... Drop" a.- T..... dP
dP= or<T+YJ
a (1000 k&fmJx9.8l m1s1<,O.250 III + 0.2S0 Ill)
=490.5 Pa
'86
hL =(2Tp)/C1
- (2 x 0.250 m x 1 kglm])/IOOO kglml
zO.OOO5m
=O.5mm
t,. ==ATlQw
:=: (0.025 m2 x 0.250 m)lO.OOI ml/s
:6.255
M_:=:Blg:=:cRT
:=: 1000 kg!ml X 0.025 m2 X 0.2S0 m
:=: 6.25 kg
5.5 Maximum termiDal speed, v,
v, : ~~~T~~~f~~.2S0 m X 9.81 m/s2)1(2.5 x 005 m2»112
=0.313 m/s
.07
AppendlxF
Simulation Codes (Fortran)
,..
Simulation code and data for
Figure 53 -Simulation time trace
c
c pNEt1MATrC SUBSEA. ROBOT
C
CD .. SUBSEA ROBOT DEPTH
C t1 .. SUBSEA ROBOT VELOCI.TY
C N1:T .. STEPS IN TIHE
C AREA .. FRONTAL AREA
C TANK '" TANK HALF HEIGIlT
C BASE .. TANK SEC't'IOw.L AR£A
C IlOLE .. TANK HO!.E AREA
C CD .. HOLE LOSS F7.CT0R
C W1UCE = DRAG LOSS FACTOR
C BOOY .. TANK 8UOYANCY
C SIZE .. BtTOYANCY BAND
C SPEED .. WATER IN FLOW
e GAS '= WATER OUT FLOW
C SKG .. SUBSEA ROBOT MASS
C CeLT .. STEP IN TIME
C BAND = DEPTH BAND
C RATE .. Si'EED BAND
C FAST .. FAST SPEED
C SLOW .. sr.ow SPEED
C OLD .. STEP START
C NEW = STEP £NO
C COM .. COMMAND
C
IMPLI.CIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Zl
REAL'" Xl'. ¥P.XQ. YO. TOTAL
OPEN(S. file.' sod.d' ,sta.t.us"" old')
R£AO(S,"J OOLD.OCOM
REAOIS. '" N'IT.N'IP
REAOIS. '" NlA.NIB
READ(S. "j KIA.KIB
JU:AI)(5. ") AREA.~
REAO(S,'" SIm.DELT
READ(S. '" BASE,TANK
READ(S,'" HOLE.CD
READ(S. *) ONE.TWO
R£AD(S.") SX.SY
REAC(S. ") XO. YO
REAO(S. '" BAND
REAO(S. *' RATE
REAO{5. '" PAST
REAO(S. '" SLOW
REAO(5. '" SIZe
REAO(S. *1 GAS
0-9.8100
DENSI:TY..1000. DO
n ..YO-DOLD"SY
CALL PLOTS(5J.O.-ll
CALL PLOT{XO.YO.31
CALL PLOT(XO+6.0.YO.21
CALL PLOT(XO.YO.JI
CALL PLOT(XO.YO-4.0.2)
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CALL PLOT (XO+O. os, YO-4. Ct,) I
CALL PLOT(XO-0.05,YO-4.0,2)
CALL PLOTCXO+2.0,YO+O.OS,3)
CALL PLOTCXO+2.0,YO-O.05.2)
CALL PLOT(XO+4.0,YO+O.OS,3)
CALL PLOT(XO+4.0,YO-O.05.2)
CALL PLOT (XO+6. O. YO+O. OS .31
CALL PLOT(XO..6.0.ro-0.05.21
CALL PLOT(XO,n.)1
IP-O
m-O
TOTAL_O.O
TIME-O.DO
BUOY-O.DO
OOLO:O.DO
YOLD_O.DO
t.1DOT_O.DO
00 22 IT-l,N'!T
IG..O
tw-O
AIRoGAS
ERROR..OCOY-OOLD
KIGH.. (TANlI:+YOLO) *G
IF (KIGH.GT . 0 .00) sPEEOzCD*aOLE'"OSQRT(2.DO*HIGH)
IF(IO.GT.NrA.AND.eaROR.GT ....BAND.ANO.DOLD.LT ...SLOW) tw-l
IF (IO.GT.NrA .AND.DABS (ERROR) . LE. BAND. AND •UOLD.LE. -RATE
.AND.BUOY.GE.O.OO) IW_~
IF(ERROR.LT. -BAND.AND.UOLO.GT. -FASTl 113_1
IF (DABS (ERROR) .LE. BANO.ANILUOLD.GE. "RATE
.AND.BUOY.LE.a.DOI IG-L
IF ( IT . EO . KIA) OCOYsQNE
IF(IT.EQ.KIDI OCOM-.'1"WO
IF(IG.EQ.OI .ua...O.DO
IF(IW.EQ.OI SPEmaO.DO
FLOW_An_SPEED
WATER=FLOW'"OENSITY'"G
BUOY_SOOY+WATER*OELT
HIT_OEN'SITY*UOLD*OABS CUOLD) 12 .00
CRAG-WAKE*AREA*HIT
IF(IG.EO.l) 'rOTM.-TQTAL"CELT*G.\S
'lNEW_YOW"O£LT*FLOW/BASE
SOG=SKG-YOLD'"BASE*OENSrtY
tIDO'l"- -BUOYI SOG-ORAGI SOG
ONEW-OOLD+OELT*OOLD
UN£W..OOLD+OELT*UDOT
TIHE..-rnm"OELT
XP_SX'"TIHE..XO
YP_YO_DNEW'"SY
IP_IP...1
10_10..1
IF(IP.EQ.NIPI CALL PLOT(XP.YP.21
1FIIP.EQ.KIPI 1P-O
1F(IO.EO.mel :Il:P0
OOLOoocmw
1.91
UOLD-UNEW
YOLD-mEW
CO""'NOE
R.EAD(S. -, NO
00 )J Xo-l.NO
READ (5 •• ) TtKE..O£P'l"H
DEPTH-l.S-DEPTH
XP_SX"TllfE+XO
Y'PzYO-DePTH"SY
CALL SYKBOtdXP-O .05. YP-O .025.0 .25, LH •• 0 .0.1)
CONTnroE
TOTAL-TOTALoIOOO.
CALL SYHBOLIXO+S.65.'iO+O.14..0.14.5H180 •• 0.0.5)
CALL SYHBOLPCO-O.21.'iO-4.28.0.14.JRS lII..O.a.ll
CALL SYMBOL (XO+O .5. YO-6.0.0.U .JRRCW. 0 .0.31
CALL Nm!BER{XO...O. 5. YO-7.0. 0 .1.4. TOTAL. 0.0. 2)
CALL PLOTiO.O.O.O.9991
CLOSE(S)
sro,
END
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3.5dO 2.5dO
UOOOO 600
1000 1500
50000 100000
0.1.5dO 5.0dO
75.dO O.OO1.dO
0.025dO 0.25dO
O.OO1.dO l.OdO
1..5dO 2.5dO
0.0333) 0.8
La 8.0
0.5dO
O.OOdO
0.005dO
0.0025dO
0.01dO
0.0025dO
"
do1.
mit
mi.
mi.
=••
.k•
....
hole
~
band
rate
f~t
.,~
.ize•..
'"
P10tting code and data for
Figure 6.2 - Comparison of simulation time trace and testing data
'04
OPEN'(5, fi1e,,·sos.d' .st&tus"'old')
READ(5,-) SX,5Y
READ{5,-) XC,YO
READ{5.·) NO
YP-YO-J.S-S'{
CALL PLOTS(5J.O,-1)
CALL PLOT(XO.YO,J)
CALL PLO't'(XO+6.0, YO.2)
CALL PLO't'(XO. YO.JI
CALL Pt.01'(XO. YO-4.0.2)
CALL Pt.01'(XO~.OS.'CP,JI
CALL Pt.01'{X04).05.'lP.2)
CALL Pt.01'(XO+O.OS.YO-4.0,31
CALL Pt.01'(:lro-O.OS.YO-4.0.21
CALL PLOT(XO"'2.0,YO_O.OS.31
CALL PLOT{XO"'2.0,YO-u.OS.2)
CALL PLOT(XO 4.0,YO"'0.OS.3J
CALL Pt.O't'(XO 4.0,YO-O.OS,21
CALL PLOT{XO"'6.0,YO"'0.OS,31
CALL pLOTeXO"'6.0,YO-0.OS,2)
CALL i'LOT{XO,YF,JI
00 n Io-l.NO
READ IS, -I TIME. DEPTH
DEPTH..J. S-DEPTH
XP"'SX-TIKE..XO
YP-Y'O-D£PTH-5Y
CALL SYH9OL(XP-O.OS. 'CP-O .025. 0 .25,lH., 0.0,1)
22 CONTINUE
CALL SYMBOL(XO"S.65,ro..O.14,O.14.SH180 s,O.O,51
CALL SYKBOL(XO-0.21,ro-4.28,O.14,JH5 m,O.O,JI
CALL SYMBOL(XO_O.5. YO-6. 0, 0 .14, JHRCW, O.O,JI
CALL i'LOTCO.0.0.O.9991
CLOSE(Sl
STO'
END
Ill'
0.03333 0.8 sx sy
1.0 8.0 xo yo
28
O. 0.00
". 0.80
" . 1.-2519. 1.-25
28. 1.20
35. L.20
3'. 1.20
". 1.30... 1.30
53 • 1.-35
55. 1.30
SO. 1.30
59. 2.00
n. 2.05
'S. 2.00
SO. 2.00
83. 2.00
92. 2.05
102. 2.10
108. 2.00
114. 1.50
117. 1.55
119. 1.55
123. 1.65
124. 1.65
129. 1.45
130. 1.50
134. 1.55
,..
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TestiDg_1IS
DeploYment of ANNE
Ensure batteries are recharged and connected properly
Ensure sufficient high-pressure compressed air is present in di.vers bottle being used
Check. all pneumatic valve electrical connections
Check. all FESTO tubing to eoswe conoected
Use vortex blower for- suction of battery box. apply duct tape and place box in
position on ANNE
Use vortex blower for suction of pneumatic box, apply duct tape and place box next
to battery box
Use screw handle to Rep both boxes in plac:e
Tum on the air pressure
Load code 110m computer to the Z-World
Disconnect cable from z..World
• Check: location of accelerometer
Use vonex blower foc suction of controller box, apply duct tape and place box on
other side of ANNE opposite of the battery and pneumatic boxes
• Usc screw haDcBe to keep controller box in place
Make sure Icad weights are placed on top of controller box (held by duct tape)
Attach ropes for lifting lugs
Use liftinilul to attach ropes and boolc.lO ctaIIC
• Use crane to place ANNE in deep Wiler tank.
'"
Recovery of ANNE (and prepmr:ion for next rest)
Use two ropes to ease ANNE out of the tank
Use lifting lug to attach ropes and book to crane
Remove from tank and place on moving can
Use screw handle to release controller box
Attach cable to Z-World
Reload code
Disconnect cable from Z-Worid
Repeat as above in deployment
Recovery of ANNE (and end of testing)
Use two ropes to ease ANNE out of the tank
Use lifting lug to attach ropes and hook. to crane
Remove from tank and place on moving can
Tum off the air pressure
Use screw handles to release controller. pneumatic valve and battery boxes
Remove duct tape and release suction
Take boxes apart and ensure there are DO leaks
• Return ANNE and COtDpOOCnu to tt:Sting place
'99
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TestiDg CGd. (Dynamic C)
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,. ...................... .,
,. .,
,. ANNE HOVER TEST .,
,. .,
,. .................... .,
dcclarevari~
iDta..m.a.b.p,tj.t.h,iw.ir;
iDtdepdl.p.eomtl'IIlld,cnor.
illl slow. £asl. me. Sq. --=
intq.aru.l:t&lld.COWlt:
Ion,('u:;:
swtmaiapropam
rootrnainO
initialize hardware
uplc_wt();
d.~ .,
ig=O; iwzO: COUIlt-C); 1Poo10;
i=2000;ja2400; 1cw:2.5OO; n-22OO".u.23OO;
dcpth=O;slo...".j:futaIO;waIer-ollXX);
COIIlIlWld-IOOO;balwb<llO:dr3pl;
area:lS;ltp1';
,.
....."......b=up_adeal(2) ;
,. setpneumaticnlves .,,. I-dosawpbole .,
,. 2-opemtopbole .,
,. 3-ckl$e$boUomboic .,
,. 4-opeasboctocnbole .,
,. S-air-60wlObalJasttallk .,
upJeUlUl{3,O} : III'JCUlUt(4,1) :
UPJefOUl(1.0) : upJefOUt (2.1);
UPJdOUl(',O) :
suepo""'U
p=l;whiIe(p<IOOOO) {p++:}
upJdOIlt (",0); upJelOUl (2,0);
cotllrolloop
while (I)
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samplcSC:DSQ'S
u(eouat::a::=t) (coup..-kal(l):f
if(COUllt::a::=t) (ckpcbtoup---aJ.(2)-b:1
-p:1: whiJe (p.IOOOO) (p++:1
if(COUllI>i&a.eou.alq) {po:up_~(l)-.:J
if(eoual>i&a.COIInlq) (raIco<up_~{2}-b-depch:,
if(coual>i &a. COUlllq) (depdPupJlkal (2)-b:)
.,
if(COUllt=a) lCOlIl1IWIlidlO:I
if(eount=zm) 1~1OOO:1
ipO:iw=O:
ealcuJate is and iw
erroc=ommand-depth:
fax=skg*SOO*SOO*p-dtaa*area*water"'r1Je*abs(rate) ;
if (erTOD+band U rate<..s!ow) (iw=I;1
if(error>+bandUrate>+2*slow) (ia:=I;1
if(cno«-bandUrate>-faSl) (ir-I:'
if(ermc<-baod Urue<·2*fasl) {iw:I:)
if(abs(error)<blndUrau:>OUfu<O) {ipl;1
if (abs(emx)<blnd U Dtc<O U fax:>O) {i_I;)
if(abs(emx)<bandUfIIe>+SIow) liFt:}
if(abs(aror)<baadUraIe<-(ast) (iw=I:1
if(ig=<l) (i-o:1
if(iw=:I) (irO:l
opetaIe pncuallllif;: valves
if(iw=t &&:i",...o) IvpJWlUl{2.0):
up..,.sefOUll{l,l):VPJelDlJl(S,O):
up.JoelOl,ll(4,O) :UPJdOUl(3.I):1
if(i..-I) lup,JCtOul(3.o):J
if(iw=1) (upJetO\ll{4,1):1
if(iw=L) {up...-O,O):I
if(i-I) (upJefOUl{2.I);1
if(IJ=L) {upJe(OUl{3,O):1
if(iJ=2-1) lupJelOUl{4.1):1
if(ir=1) {upJeIlM;{2.0):1
if{i~1) (lIpJeiOUt(t.1);1
if(iF""l) (up-SCIout(S,I);1
if(ig-O) (upJet(lul{S,O);1
close holes ofbalJast W1katlddrift *'
if(iw=L) 1p""'1; whiJe(p<2S00) {p++:)
(upJe«lut{2..0); lIpJeIOlat(l,I):
UPJCIOIIt{4.o); up,JetOul(l,I);)
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,. rise !O wateI" ,ur&cc
i£(c:ount>jaA:CO\I.IIt<ir.)
Il,lp,JefOUt{2.0);up~(I,I);
upJelOlll (3,0) ; UPJeIOUl (4,1);
UPJelOOl(S,l) ;1
fioal.ll:wateI"JUl'face a,
if(eoun~ (upJdOUl(S.O):
IlpJeUlUf.(1.O);lIp,JefOUt(l,l);
uPJelQUl(3,O); lIpJeIOU[{4.1);J
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